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Effect, Sunday, Dec. 8, 1878.

Worth.
No. 2.
p. m.
12 20
11 47
11 42
11 12
10 44
10 23
9 35

Going South.

No.

STATIONS.
MuakuEon,
Ferrynburg,
Grand Haven
Pigeon,
Holland,

,

Fillmore,

Allegan,

3.

p. in.
2 20
2 53
2 57
3 20
3 53
4 17
5 13

No.
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a. in.

7
7
7
8
9
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00
45
55
40
50
^0
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FRBD. H. M.\Y, Manager.
Leavenworth, Gen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, AgtiU

Holland, Mich.
connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. <fc
R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for Plainwell,Kulamatoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
<;lose

.

gurnet

And

H. C.
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women
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men.

MATRAU,

When we

are resting from labor;

new

’Neuth the light ol eternal sun.

through line from the fertile plains of the
Botching Connections

But ml

Far great northwest to the seaboard pawing
through our midst.
West.
At (lie present time of writing, the Dean inter- troit papers state there is a blockade in

Sells Ticket* to principal points in the United
B. Physicianand Surgeon : Office
Under this Jiead we find quite
corner Eleventh and River street opposite Sta'es and Canada. Through bills ol Lading issned
and
rates given for fielght to all points east and esting article about the proposedextension
public square.
the shipment of grain at that point. The
weat. Information as to routes and connections
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and 8uigeon; for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers, of the Grand Haven railroad east from Al- elevators are full to their utmost capacity,
±J office at residence, on Eighth street,near Chi. cheerfully furnished at the
legan, in the Allegan Co. Democrat of the and 75 cars of wheat standing on tbe track
A M. L. 8. K. R. crossing.

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich

—

---

-----

7-1
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15th
*
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and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner ef Market and Eighth Street.

fociftifu.

below

inst.

an extract of which we give

in the Detroit, Grand

Haven and Milwau-

kee railroad yards, and over 80 at tbe

:

“The executive committee cf the Grand Michigan Central, that could not be deHaven railroad met the gentlemen repre- livered. The board of trade are trying to

A Remarkable Result.

makes no difference how many Phyhow much medicine you have
Phnsgrapkir.
now an establishedfact that
If IGUINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfactionin severe
II lery opposite this office.
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
BadUari.
are yet thousands of persons who are preIfAUPELL, II., Manufacturer of anddealeriu disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Consumption, Hemorrhages,Asthma, SeEighth street.
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
Tobacco i&d Cigars.
no personal knowledge of Boschee’sGer
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, man Syrup. To such we would say that
Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
oue complaint. Consumptives try just one
Watebei and Jewelry.
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggistsin America.
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

senting the southwest portion of the pro- secure storage ou board vessels in tbe harposed railroad to connect Grand Haven bor, and the grain coming in in a contin-

with Toledo, Ohio, at Cleveland,on the ous stream as fast as transportation can
9th inst., for Hie purpose of arranging the

be obtained.If the new line was in operp elimluaries.The proposed line will run ation to-day the (raffle would pass over it
from Grand Haven, via Holland to Allegan in preference to any route now existing.
taking the present Grand Haven R. R. and It would cross so many lines west of Tole-

from there southeast will be governed by do that shippers could have their choice,
the survey and the local aid given along and Toledo has no blockade and plenty of
the route. It was at first proposed to en- storage capacity. It is nonsense to say
deavor to procure the old grade of the M.

there are means of trauportation auffleient
L. M. R. R. but for several reasons for the business. The facts contradict
that idea was abandoned. A new route this.
C.

&

was proposed following the general direc-

Grand Haven cannot, with her present
facilities, move the freight brought to her
We have an extraordinary large lot of
and between that line and the Monteith dock. Another line is a necessity,not as
Clothes Pins, which we will sell by the
road, crossing the Gd. R’ds & hid. R. R. a competitor,but to enable the lake route
dozen or by the box, very cheap at
in Gun Plains about three miles north ol to transact the business offered by the cirtion of the L. S.

E. J.

& M.

8. R. R. to Abronia

HARRINGTON.

Plainwell, keeping west of Cressey’s Cor- cumstances of location and interest that
ner to Richland and Yorkville and cross- cannot now be done, iu consequence of

.

1 ARKS, W. H.

Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and tighth streets.

)

line is projected—an independent

A New B&Uroal Projected with

Insure your homes in the Watertown
I. 0. Of 0. F.
ing the Ralatnazoo river and the Chicago
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order Fire Ins. Co.
[OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
L. T. RANTERS Agt.
Lake Huron R.
nearly south of
Fellow’s Hall, Uollaud Mich., on Tuesday Evening
L Notary Public; River street.
of each week
Pennfleld township, the M. C. R.
at
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
V|C BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
All kinds of fresh Taffy at
Marshall
and
then
in
almost
an
air
line
to
„
W.
Blom,
N.
G.
1*1 Law, and Proctor In Admiralty.No. 11
PES8INK BROS.
G. A. Korins, R. 8.
River street.
Hudson through Homer, Moshervllle, and
I

when

legan and Toledo have only to do their
part to secure the accomplishmentof
what we consider a great desideratum for
the section of country through which the

The world will be growing better,
For those that are yet to come.

IJ

fliwtorjj.

Uoratyi.

Dakota is knock-

state in the Union,

carried out. The localities between Al-

they shall have learned the lesson,

They

CHICAGO ui IICHISAN LASE SHO&E
R AILROA.D,

A BI1. H. L. Surgeons and Physicians. Office at

a

fairly inaugurated,the project will bo

them,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

A NNI8, T. E., Physician ; residence, opposite
xa. S. W. cor. Public Squire.

ii. his residence,Overysel, Mich.

for

8.

sicians,or
tried, it is

Grand Haven Bail Bead.

doing
No. 4.
p. m.
7 50
7 10
7 00
li 15
5 35
4 53
3 45

6^9

8th street.

in-

Milwaukee
indeed. We scarcely

of Interests a sure guarantee that

your homes and hearthstones,

Have Justice and kindness

Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug

TT

Store.

few

progress to be

7.

Commence at

11.,

Q

Taken

That helps us to vanquish the foe.

8

“

• Mixed trains,
+ Dally except Sunday and Monday.
V|C CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
; Daily except Saturday,
Accoucher. Office,Van Pullen’s Drugstore,
j Mondays only.
Holland,Michigan.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
OCUOUTEN, R. A. City Poysician. Office at D.
time which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus
it. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8ih S;reet.
time.

W

0,4

T EDEBOER,

| 1.50 a. m.
f 510 “

Chicago.

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. in.
••
'* 0 10

a.

The world with a single blow,

•*

L

1, 1879.

6.

J

Smoked

and, in fact,

and emigration is pouring in constantly
in a steady stream, that will he greatly
augmented by the hard times and labor
troubles of Europe, during the coming
season. The projected route is Intended
to secure this truffle, as being the most
natural and direct to the seaboard, and
is being assistedby influential parties
whose interestsare on both sides of the
lake, and thereforemaking the identity

We cannot expect to reform —

Meat ..........................
0 10
Ham .......................... 7 (0 9
Shoulders .................... 5 0 7
I)OST, HKNKY D., Real Estate and Inearance Tallow, per lb ...........................
8
Agent, Notary Pabllo and Conveyancer; Col- Turkeys.
.........................
^
lection* made In Holland and vicinity.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 6 ® 8

Ilf

Grand Rapids.

3

......................

the rival

five years in the

now

ing for admission as

my friend ’twos but a dream,
An Idle fancy of the brain ;
Leaving behind, a tender thought—
Like some dear, well rememberod, strain.

“ “ ...................
®
............
6 0 8

“

Chicago & West Michigan B. B.

realize it. yet even

'TIs the hard, bitter struggle with stlf,

f°r;>

MoUrr Pabllei

Arrive at
Holland,

lb

will be very great

But ah.

Xiati, Etc.
Beef, dressed per

The

made during the next

5.

®

Tv

Chicago asa grain mart,

stances, excelled It.

Dread poverty played no part there,
For Justlca bad resumed her away;
Each sordid heart made pure again—
Beneath Truths loving, gentle,ray.

"

Iron
inth and River streets.

$ail Roads.

becoming

territory naturally tributary to

(

Wooden, and
and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-

is surely

the shipping lists show it has in a

4.

®

P. 11. Manufacturerof

Milwaukee

3.

®

IITILMS,

direct through line

project to Toledo, on Lake Erie,

The world seemed glorloua and fair,
Bright, happy, face* met my view,
Not one sad heart among them all ;
All did the good they found to do.

.

V

dreamed of Justice and of Truth,

00

new @

I

1879-which will make
from all points on
the Northern Pacific railroad to Milwaukee, and via Grand Haven and the new
a

slept,

I

flatter-

the present year—

Of men with pure and noble hearts.
With records beantiful,from youth.

..

IFKALD, R.K.,

and as

future arc exceedingly

luth, is expected to be completed during

2.

fell asleep

I

beach, dry ......................
2 00
*• green ..................... i 75
Hemlock Bark ...................... @4 00
Staves, pork, white oak .........
felO 00
SUves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, softwood . .........
® 2 54
Headlngbolls, hardwood ...................
2 73
Stave bolts, softwood. ...................... 2 23
Stave bolts,hardwood ...................
3 00
Railroad tics ......... ..... ................ 10
Shingles, A V m ......................... ® 2 00

“

wearied out with earo

That had oppressedme thro’ the day.
Such bittertho’ta welled from my heart;
Life seemed so dreary all the way.

......................

"

when

362.

The projected line between Ashland, on
Lake Superior, the Michigan terminus of
the Wisconsin Central railroad, and Du-

1.

Last nleht

Grain, Feed, Etc.
Manufacturer of andDealerin Wheat, white V bushel ........
82
II Agricultural Implements; commission agent Corn, shelled V bushel ............. 28
Oats, ^ bushel .....................
27
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three for Mowing Machines' cor. 10th A River street.
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Buckwheat, V bushel ............... 40
UAUELS, VAN PDTTKN4C0., Proprietors Bran, |l ton ........................
moo
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubof Ptugqer MUli; Steam Saw and Flour Feed. V ton .........................18 00
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
V 100 lb ......................
125
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
Bariev, ^ 100 lb ................... 1 20
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig- YTERBERK, U. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the Middling,*100 lb ............... 85
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Flonr.fMOO lb. ................til*.
l4T All advertisingbills collectable quarterly. ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Pearl Barley, * 100 lb ........... 3 00
4 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

Train*.

AND TBUTH.

NO.

ing.

ifl

Lordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 2 50

Market, nearcornerEighth and FishjJtreet.All
One uquare of ten llnee, (nonpareil,) 75 ccntM kinds of sausages consiantly on hand.
for iirm inBertlon, and 25 centa for each DUbnequent InHertiou for any period under three TT'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
non t ha.
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
| 3 M. | 6 M.
r.
1 Square ............... 850 5 00 I 800 ITAN DEH HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
.................. 5 O'* 8 00 10 00
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
•• ................ 8 00 10 00 i 17 00 and twine; 8th street.
14 Column ................10 00 17 00 | 25 00

Taken Effect^ Wednesiay Jan.

ises for the

MY ALICE.

25®

Apples, f bushel .................
Beans, V bushel ................... 1 50
Butter, fiib ......................
Clover seed, |i lb ................

Honey,

Wagotaabri ltd BUebaUhi.

IJUTKAU & VAN ZOKRKN, New Meat

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

M1 ’•
“

Ho/land City Newt.

the

A FLEA FOB JUSTICE

Hav, V ton .....................
...
0. J. DQESBURG, Editor and Publisher,
35
lyjKKMA J. & C. Wagon and Blacksmith Onions, ^ bushel .................
40
IJ
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Potatoes, V bushel ................
runs or 37B8C»iriIo5^W.OOperjejr It adunci. ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of Hiver. TimothvSeed,|i bushel ..........(& l 25
Wool, V ^ .....................
JOB 1‘KINTINOPHOBPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.
Mitt Marktti.
Wood, Stavei, Eto,

a 3

WHOLE

1879.

25,

el

A WEEKLY~lN£:W3PAPEE,

Euciir,

SATURDAY, JANUARY

MICH.,

&

R

R

North Adams. From Hudson the line
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve*
The best Salve in the world for Cuts, will probably pass through Morenci on
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, the C. & C. 8. R. Into Ohio and on to

F. & A. H.

the rush, with the

promptness and dispatch

required by the business men engaged.

The traufer across the lake can be shown
to cost less in time and money than
switchingfrom yard to yard in Chicago,
with the thieving and pilfering around

their elevators.
A Rioular Communicationof Unitt Lodge.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
The dock front and right of way to it
Agent. Office
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb. Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and Toledo where connections can be made
Eighth street.
at Grand Haven has been procured,sur5, at 7X o’clock, sharp.
all kinds of Skin Eruptions.This salve
with all lines running south or cast and veyed, and paid for. It will require about
Otto Briyman. W. M.
Ba&kiif aat Ixokaift.
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
C. B. Wtnni Eoe'v.
navigation on Lake Erie. Toledo as a a mile of rails to reach tbe point where a
in every case or money refunded. Price
AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber shipping point is considered preferable to dock with elevators and warehouses can be
lecting, DrafiB bought and sold; Eighth
Walsh Holland Michigan.
street.
Detroit, and what may at first appear sin- constructed— the best location in that harpolices.
gular is nevertheless true, the distance from bor— for a very small sura in comparison
Barbin.
See the Agt. of the “Watertowns” befoie
Grand Haven to Toledo Is not greater than with the cost of those now in use by tbe
you
insure
I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
by the D. G. H. & M. R. R., the shortest D., G. H. and M. railroad. [The writer
shampoonlng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
L. T. RANTERS Agt.
The undersigned, Dr. L. E Best, having
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
------ -*•»- ------line to Detroit. The parties representing seems to forget that we have here, in Hol14-ly
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
the new line feel very confident that they land, a track to the waters’ edge, terminaThe Greatest Bless. ng.
hit services asa Phyilcian, burgeon and AcCommliiloa Mirchint.*
can grade and tie the road ready for the ting on a magnificent dock, and all that
coucheur to the public at large, and
A simple, pure, harmless remedy, that iron by local aid, though they admit it
whereas he pays particularattentionto
we would need, would be an elevator and
IIEACII BRO'8, CommissionMerchants, and
chronic
diseases, and fine surgery, he has cures every lime, and prevents disease by
dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highmay vary In many places from the route steamboat line, to give the proposed line
keeping
the
blood
pure,
stomach
regular,
est market price paid for wheat. Offlca in Brick concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
store cor. Eighth A fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week, kidneys and liver activi*, is the greatest as given above, the general direction how- two harbors to procure her grain from the
where he can be consulted during the blessing ever conferred upon man. Hop ever will be maintained and deviations fertile Northwest. Indeed, that would be
filltllt.
Bitters is that remedy, and its proprietors
day.
made only as required by necessity.
a big tiling.— Ed.]
ate
being blessed bv thousands who have
L. E. BEST, M. D.
/ ^ EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofbeen save and cured by it. Will you try
If the survey will confirm the ideas of
Grand Rapids, Nov. 2o 1878.
VJT flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s
it! See other column.
Mhoe store.
the gentlemen representing this new route
Talmage avows that lota of ministers

rPEN EYCK,

A

J.,

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
in Kenyon A Van Pullen’s bang

V

£pmal

---

—

—

NOTICE.

Hotel.
O

Brag*

ud

Mtilclmi.

One

of the finest preparationsfor the

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith is “Lee’s
I'VOESUL'RG.J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medlcines, Palnu and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy- Hair Renewer.” It is the best article to
Mcian’s prescriptions carefully put up : Eighth at.
restore the color and prevent the falling

A/

YfEENGS,

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Mediciues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

V

& West-

veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.

86-6m

,

AN PUTTEN, Ws., Dealer

in Drugs, Medlclues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Biro's Family Medicines; Eighth 8t.
'If

out, and can he had at Schouten

"IlfALSH HEBER. Druggist A Pharmacist; a
V v * full stock of goods appertaining
to the bus-

^

funiturt.

Vf EVER,

H. A CO., Dealers in ail kinds of Furnitnre, CurUlns, Wall Paper. Toys, Coffins
Plocnre Frames,etc. : River street.

Now

that

we

are having changeable

Dr. Foote’s Health Monthly has been
published for three years and has established a reputation as a health journal.
Thousands of papers quote, and their
readers appreciate, its articles. And yet
(he Health Monthly with its sixteen royal
octavo pages is offered at only flflv cents
per year. Send for sample copy. It will
be mailed free. Dr. E. B. Foote, author
of Medical Common Sense, etc., is its
Senior Editor, assisted by Dr. E. B. Foote,

we

shall of course be

very happy in

its

better a connection with the capitoi of our

other

whom

he

knows

he can trust, and in

we have at present, yet we con- the way of interesting reminiscence.
should like to see the road to Which shows that while they might have
Montielh and the old grade of the M. C. been as knavish as Talmage, they weren’t

fess

&

we

L.

made

M.

R. R. utilized and connection quite

as foolioh.— (7A». Timet.

with Battle Creek which we should

American cars are already running on
Jr., who is also in practice with his father. consider of very great importance.When
cold" you will do well to remember the All the readers of Dr. Foote's publications a route is opened through between Wis- several British tramways, also in Hull,
virtue of Macalister’s Cough Mixture, the can consult the Doctor free upon any sub- consin and the north-westvia Lake Mich- Swansea, Wolverhampton, Glasgow, Edinject relating to health or disease. A cheap
igan to Toledo, Battle Creek, we feel sure, burgh, Leeds, Aberdeen, Lisbon, Berlin.
best in the market for coughs, colds, asthpopular edition of Plain Home Talk emwould be able to contribute largely to the Hamburg, Brussels,Amsterdam, Chrisma, spitting of blood, influenza,whoopij
weather, and almost everybody has a “bad

ing cough, and

all diseases

fl

V

New

slate than

bracing Medical Common Sense
sent
of the throat by mail, postage prepaid, for $1.50. You business of the line. The development
and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee, better enclose a $2.00 postal order for both of the northwesternstates and especially
rural Bsalsn.
the book and the Health Monthly. Adthat portion of Dakota along the line of
cor. Halsteadand Harrison sirs, Chicago,
dress Murray Hill Publishing ComTf AN PUTTEN Q„ General Dealers, in Dry
and is for sale at Schouten & Wesl veer’s pany, 129 East 28th Street, New York tbe Northern Pacific R. R. has been very
Goods, Groceries. Crockery.Hats and Caps,
Hmu, Provisions, etc.; River st.
great during tbe last few years and promdrugstore.Price 50 cts. and $1. 36-0
City.

1H

have made the rounds of wicked

completion and the prospects of getting York just as he made them, but they never
so good an eastern outlet and so much speak of what they saw, except one to an-

m

•

tiana, Stockholm, Vienna, St. Peterburg,

South American cities,
tbe West Indies, and in Adelaide and
Wellington.An order is in negotiation
for the Cape of Good Hope.
in nearly all the

under the census of differentpolls were not allowed to have a amendments, and to protect every citizen in the
*> as . to provide that when more clerk, there being no pfpvision of law for snob exorciseof all righU thereby secured. 8. That
Government of the United States and
than two members of Congress are elect- person. It was also teotified that the Demo- the
the Governments of tho several Ht&tes
ed in a State the State shall bo divided cratic Snporvisors had no clerks, and that the are distthet,and each has citizrus of its
into districtsof tlu-ee members each, as far as clerks of RepublicanSupervisors?were di- own who owe it allegiance, and whose right*
possible, add when there are two odd Repre- duded from the palling places M order of within its jurisdictionit must project; that tho
eentatiwl;that ii, over three, or six, or nine, the Democraticcommittoo.Tho flopublican Government of tfc* United Htatos is one of delegated

A TARDY REPRIEYE.

portioiiv tho Stele

1880,

hollIsdCTty. yiCHIGA^

j

•

THE;

EAST.

t

One oi the finest business blocks on
Broadway, Now York, haa boon destroyed by
fire. It was crammed from top to bottom with
fancy goods and clothing, the occupants being
Edwin Bates A Co., Naumberg, Kraus A Co.,
and Howard A Lauer. Several firemen were
injured, one of them fatallybvfa hng walls.
The total loss is estimatedat fl, <50,000.

Another Molly Maguire was hanged
at PottaviUe,Pa., on the 16th hist, making
nineteen

who have sufferedthe

death penalty

in that State. The last victim was Martin
Bergin. who murdered PatrickBurns, a coalmino clerk, in 1KT0.

The

trial of

Mrs. Kate Cobb, of Nor-

wich, Ct, for the murder of her husband, by
poisoning,

bas

excited a good deal of attention

at the East The jury found her guilty of
murder, aud the Judge sentenced her to a life
terra of imprisonment Her paramour will bo
tried in March.

A fire

in

"Worth street, New York, on

the 17th inst, burned out several largo drygoods importers and inflicted a pecuniary loss
of over 13,000,000. Following are the estimated
losses : Van Valkeuburg A Leavitt 91 000,000 ;

Walkingsbaw A Voigbl $500,006; Schnabel
Bros., $150,000;John Slade A. Co., $W°0;
Henry W. T. Mallov A Co., $100 000; William
Simpson, Sons A Co, $50,000: Nonotuck Silk
Oompanv, $50,000; B. 8. Smith, $150,000; Forstinan A Co., $250,000.

Two notorious

counterfeiters,

Henry

and Charles Ulrich, have just been arin New York, To them are traced the

C. Cole
rested

counterfeits upon several national banks in this

country,and the many counterfeitbonds ami
notes so extensively circulated in Germany
brought to this country by emigrants.

Matthew
New York

T.

city,

Brennan, late

aud

and one of the loading Tam-

It is asserted by the “

New York

While the nodee was being adjusted

whom

witnesses, of
three or lour v*»ro examined, testifiedthat there were numerous tissue
ballots found in tho txixes at various precincts
in Chariest©! county, in some instances those
tissue liallota exceeding the number of actual

mid-air.

a

in

to

a

4.

of

rrii

r

i

•

_

”

Sheriff of

manyites,is dead.

in

.

powers alone; its authority is defined and limited, Moponnell trembled violentlyseveral
tiy the const! tutiqu; all powers not granted it b*
that instrument, not pronibitod to it oy the Stab's, times and waa as pale us a ghost/ but he
are reservedto the States respectively or to the still kept repeating his prayers. Sharpe,
people, and that no right can be acquired under the
on the contrary,waa the picture of coolconstitution, or secured through the laws of the
voters. Tho Democraticwitnesses admitted United Htatos, except such as the Government of Uie ness, and manifestedno more concern
three members.
tho printing of tissue ballots by the Democratic United Stab's has authorityto grant or secure.
POLITICAL.
than if he was taking part in an ordinal/
committee, aud said the object in issuingthorn 8. That the constitution of the United
every-day scene. All being in readiwas
to
enable
the
colored
people
to
vote
seState*
has
not
conferred
the
right
of
auffrage
Tuesday, Jan. 21, might appropriately
cretly for the DemocraticCandidates without upon any one, ami the United mates have no voters ness, the Sheriff and assistant descended
be termed “ Senatorialday,” on account of the
of their own criatlon.intho States,but the Fifrisk of niolestttti<®.
teenth amendmentof the constitution has invested from tho scaffold. The supports were,
number of United States Senators chosen by
~ THE POTTER COMMITTEE.
citizensof the United States with a new constitu- withdrawn,and at 10:42 o’clock McState Legislatures. In Illinois John A Logan
tional right,which Is an exemption from diaoiimiDonnell and Sharpe were swinging in
J.
Henri
Burgh
(colored),
a
Presiwas elected to succeed Richard J. Oglesby.
nation in the exercise of the elective franchise on
The vote stood: Logan, Republican, 106; J. O. dential dwtor-at-largo in Louisiana, testified account of ne'e, cnior, or previous condition of servt
Black, Democrat, 84; Alexauder Campbel . Na- before tho Potter Committee that ho signed a itude. and It is within the jurisdiction
Sciibely lind the drop fallen when n
of the United States,which Congress may
tional,10; John McAuliff, Socialist,8.— In New
by appropriatelegislation, to prevent most extraordinary scene took place.
York, Roscoe Conkling,Republican,was second set of certificates because ho had boon exert
tho
denial or abridgementby a State of The bell at the prison door waa rung so
advised
that
thore
was
an
informality
iu the first
elected as his own successor,ho rethe right of a citizento vote, when such denial or
ceiving 115 votes, to 85 for William set; he knew nothing of the forgeryof certifi- abridgement is on account of race, color,or pre- violently as to cause the sound to revercates.
Kelly
(colored)
was
placoa
upon
tho
Dorshoimer, the Democraticcaucus nominee,
vious conditionof servitude of the voter. 4. berate throughoutthe building. The
and 2 for Peter Cooper, National. Tho Indiana stand, and testified that the name of That, when such right to vote is denied or abridged
Sheriff was so annoyed that he sent a
Jeffrian,
one
of
tho
eleotors,
was
forged
by the conductof a person who is not acting by auLegislature chose Daniel \V. Voorbees, Demoby D. P. Blanchard,
clerk in Gov. thority and obedience to the laws of the State, the ju- deputy outside witli orders td arrest the
crat, to succeed himself, tho vote standing:
answer
a risdiction*to punish such conduct is in the Stab1
Voorbees, 83; Ben Harrison, the Republican Kellogg's office;
person who committed the outrage.
caucus nominee, 60; James Buchanan, Na quesuon as to tho whereaboutsof Blanchard, Government, aud is not in the Government of the Scarcelyhiul the deputy opened the door
United Stab's.'*
witness
stated
that
ho
died
last
summer
of
yoltional, 3. Mr. Voorbees was also elected for
Hocse.— The day was a dull one in the House, when Sharpe and McDonnell’sbrothers
the time being consumed in tho introduction of rushed in, one of them flourishing a disJ. Donald Cameron, Republican, was chosen
bills, aud those offered were of little importance.
patch, in tho highest state of exciteas his own successor,by
vote of messenger, had liimsolf committed toe forgery.
ment, Hardly had they entered the
He
asked
Kelly
to write his own signatureupon
Tuesday,
Jan.
21.—
Senate.—
Mr.
Morrill,
135, to 76 for Hoister Clymer, tho
niece of paper. Kelly did so. Then Butler from Uie Committee on Finance, reported, without corridor before they saw that the senDemocraticnominee; 16 for Daniel Agnew, a piece
asked tho witness, who wrote very readily, to
National, and 5 scattering, ’ihe Missouri Legisamendment, the House bill pass's!by ‘Jjo House on tence of the law had been executed.
write tho name of Jeffrian. This the witness
lature elected George G. Vest, Democrat, as the
the Kith inst., to facilitatethe refunding of the na- Both rushed forward to the foot of the
successor of David H. Armstrong,Democrat, very positivelv refused to do. In answer to a tional debt. Placed on the calendar.,, .Mr.
scaffold, when McDonnell’s brother,an
question bv iftr. Cox, as to whether anybody
for the long term, and James Shields,DemoMatthews presenteda bill to prevent the
approached witness regarding the characterof introduction of contagiousor infectious diseases old, white-haired man, screamed at the
crat, for the short term interveningbetween
evidence ho shoAid give before the Potter iu the United Stato*.and to establisha top of his voice, “Oli, you murderers!
now and March
In North Carolina, tho
Committee, Kelly Said he was visitedby a man Bureau
Public Health. Referred....
Zebnlon B. Vance, Democrat, was sucnamed Maddox, who stated that he was em- Mr. Chaffee introduced a joint resolution directing Here you are all around them now.
cessful in securing tho seat now occupied
ployed by high authority from the committee the cancellation of §1 aud $2 United States notes. Pontius Pilate sentenced Jesus Christ
by A. S. Merrimon, Democrat Tho Connectito ascertain what his (Kelly’s) testimony would Laid on the table,to be called up by Mr. Chaffee and you have murdered my brother.’’
cut Legislatureelected Orville H. Platt. Re____ The Senate bill to autnorizo
authorize Uie
the Sec
SecreIn reafter —
re- j
____ r *.
i i
i
l>e. Tho object of the committee was, ho said, hereafter
publican,as the successorofMr. Barnum, Demtary of the Interiorto denosit certain funds held j J-lie PnpRtS immediately mshed forward
to make political capital for TUdoo against
ocrat. The Florida Legislature chose Wil- Thurman. As a further inducementto testify, by him as trustee for the Indian tribes in the treas | to quiet the UieU, blit for a long time all
ury of the United States in lieu of ipvestuH'nt,led
kinson Call, Democrat, to succeed Mr. Conover,
their efforts were unavailing.Being
Kelly was told he could go off a eonsidorablo to a long discussion, withontaction.
Republican.Tho legislatures of Wisconsin,
distance,even as far as San Francisco,and
Louisianaaud Arkansas balloted for Senator,
Hoohe.— Mr. Potter offereda resolution author confronted by the Sheriff, they said the
could then ho summoned hack, profiting by the
hut failed to reach a choice.
Ding an investigation Into tiio cipher difepatrhri. reprieve had been there before the rope
mileage.
was around their necks. While the
which led to a protracted debate. Mr. Potter ul
GENERAL.
clergymen were trying to quiet the exludud
to
the
history
connected
with
the
formation
CONUIiESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.
The first vessel of Vanderbilt’s new
of tho Potter Committee, and his refusal at that cited men the Sheriff obtained possestime to allow an amendment to the resolution si
steamship line sailed from Now York for Havre
Wednesday, Jan. 15.— Skkatb.—The House that the Oregon dispatchesshould be inquired 810n
^h® dispatch, and read that the
last week, with a cargo of grain and provisions
into. He d. nii d that he had ever been coa- ! men had been granted a reprieve by the
bill for tho payment to olflrersau-1 soldiers of tho
direct from the West ____ Dnn, Barlow A Co. re- Mexican war of throe raontha’ extra pay, provided trolled by Tildcn in any way. Me. But
ler opposed the resolution.Fie thought Governor until Monday, Jan. 20. The
port that tho failures in tho United States and
for by the act of July 1». 1H4H. led to a long dis- the House had no jurisdictionover the subject, and brothers accused the Sheriff of desiring
Canada last year reaehod tho unpreoedentod cussion. Mr. Edmunds submitted an amendment
: said it would be better to give the §10 000 asked
to hang them while anticipatinga refigure of 10,478, orl6percent more than in 1877. to make the act apply to those who served in the
for to the families of poor men. instead of wastIffio liabilitieswore $234,383,132, or about 19 late war for the preservationof the Union. ing it in investigating private dispatches Mr. prieve. The priests denied this stateper cent more than the previous year. . .The Tho bill was laid aside without action ..... i Hale followed iu a brief speech, earnestly advocat
ment, and said that the Sheriff had told
death of two centenariansis announced— Mrs. Mr. Voorhees submitted a resolution instructing ; ing the investigation. He thought it was due to
them he was willing to postpone the
the
Committee
on
Indian
Affairs
to inquire iato the
Elizabeth Reutter, of Baltimore,aged 113, and
the simple old man in New York who was dragged
circumstanceswhich led to the recent escape of out as a Democratic candidate, and whose executionuntil 2 o’clock, if necessary,
Mrs. Lucy Nichols, of New Haven, aged 101.
1 Ubeyenne Indians from Fort Robinson.Neb., and
1 good name was imperiled by bis trusted friends.
thoir slaughter by United States forces.Agreed to. Mr. Conger said that the Republicans but they had told him to proceed when
FOREIGN.
, |....A gomxDUiiication
, was
laid Wore the came here in December, expectingthe Democracy everything was prepared. The men
CONVENTION between Austria and I senate.. in; wgfcutiyesessioiy from secre- to rush forward with a resolution for investl were quieted,but not entirely satisfied.
tary Sherman on the teiuject oi tho New
amazed at the long
Turkey has been completed.It leave'sAustria York Custom House appointments,designed gating, but lie had
Another brother of McDonnell, who
| silence. The Republicanskept quiet, but it was
free to administer Bosnii and Herzegovina, to show that the removal of CollectorArthur i bard work, and he was glad now, at this late I knelt at the foot of the scaffold while
and Naval Officer Cornell was made for Huffldent hour, that Mr. Potter had been nn-vM. Mr.
continuethe Turkish administration,
and estabthe execution was in progress, also took
canao. At the conclusionof the readlw: of Secrelish a mixed oocupatiun of Novi-Bazar..... Ed- tary Sherman’s comm tnii cation, SenatorConklin^ Hewitt favored the resolution,saying llist. as
ward Matthew Ward, tho emimnt English made an earnout speech defending Arthur and Cor- | Chairman of the Democratic National (Joiumittee. part in the altercation, and for a time a
, be had never sent a dispatch which would not
most disgraceful scene ensued. Meanpainter, is dead ..... Yakoob Khan, son of nell from the charge* of inefficiency,
anti denouncthe Ameer of Afghanistan,has followed
while Mrs. McDonnell, who bail been

thfre shall bo one district consistineof
five members. In districtsconsistingof three
members every elector shall vote for only two
raombors of Congress,and in districts entitled
to five memliersevery doctor shall vote for

etc.,

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

1BUL . — IHp’
Thirty Seconds To© Late— An Extraordinary
Scene at the Hanging; of McDonnell and
Sharpe, In Mauoh Chuuk, Pa.

knowing ones”

that the body of the late A. T.

.

Stewart was long since recovered, that

it

was

fully identified bv the family and friends of the
deceased,and that $50,000 was paid for the delivery of the remains.

The Arcade

block, one of the finest

in Elizabeth, N. J., containingthe Opera House,

has been burned.

Postoffice and Masonic Hall,

Loss estimatedat $250,000. . .Hon. George 8.
Hilliard, one of the most distinguished
citizens
of Massachusetts, died the other day at his
home in Boston. He was 70 years old.
.

THE WEST.

.

A

Wn

his father in his flight to

Russia.
.
telegraphed for by the Sheriff, had
A dispatchfrom Pbilippopolisstates that a railreached the jail too late to see her husgrounda, and prompted merely by powonal or parti
way
train
fell
into
the
river
Arda
in
Turkey,
An
investigation
would
vindicate'
Tildeti
from
cal
enne Indians at Fort Robinson, the recapture
san considerations.
band again in life, and, accompanied
umny
heaped
upon
him
by
the
Republicans.
The
and that a Russian General, several other ofof fifty others, and the flight to the foot-hillsof
Housi.— Mr. Wood, Chairman of the Ways and resolution was tnen adopted by a vote of 12.1 yeas with her daughter and the friends of
ficers,aud 200 men wore drowned. The accithe remainder of the band, has been hereto- dent was caused by tho breaking down of a 1 Means Committee,reported back tho bill aurthor- to 120 nays.
both men, was screaming at the top of
fore recorded in these columns. Those who bridge.
! izing the issue of certificate* of deposit in aid of
her voice. The spectacle was one to
wore plucky enough to escape the bullets
CleanlineHH.
A street rumpus opposite the Bank refunding the public debt. The hill authorize*
and sabers of the relentlesssoldiery took
touch the heart of the most sordid, and
the Secretary of the Treasury to issue in exchange
. refuge in the bed of Indian creek, and strong- of London attracted a largo crowd, which 1*h1
That cleanliness
essential to the poor women received sympathy on
for lawful money United States certifily fortified themselves by throwing tip depositors to believe that there was a run on (•alt's of deposit of the denomination of Sin.
health is
fact that cannot be all sides. At length, after much (Dobreastworks. Here they were besieged
bearing in forest at the rate of 8 per cent., and con
the
bank.
Then
there
was
a
run
in
reality,
that
questioned
;
nor
is it to be wondered at cility, the policemen succeeded in clAfffor two days and nights, but on the third night
vertihle at any time, with accrued interest,into 4
thev silently stole away, and their pursuers, de- came near draining tho institution of all its ; per cent, bonds, authorized to l>e issued, and directs when we remember that the skin of an
ing the room of all except the officials
that the money so received shall l>e applied only to
cidedly crestfallen at the discovery that they cash.
ordinary-sized
man
has
been
calculated
and
the friends of the dead men. The
payment of 5 20 bonds. The bill, after a somehad been outgeneraled bv the dusky warriors,
Weston, the American pedestrian, haF 1 the
to contain about twenty-eight miles of bodies, which had been forgotten by all
what
protracted
debate,
was
paased—
yeas.
1M:
as silentlv stole back to Fort Robinson.The
started from London to walk over the high- nays, 43. Mr. Wood also reported a bill to facilitate perspiratorytubes continually exuding
casualties during this campaign wore five solexcept the physicians during the excitthe refunding of the nationaldebt. It authorizes
ways of England, 2,000 miles in 1,000 hours.
diers killed and eight wounded; thirty-two Inmore or less moisture, and relieving the ing altercation, wore cut down. Botli
I the Secretary of the Treasury, in the process of
diana killed aud about a dozen wounded.
A serious Ministerialcrisis has been J refundingthe national debt, to exchange directly body of a large amount of waste matter. men had died from strangulation.
fire at Atchison, Kan., last week, avertedin Franco by a compromise between tho | at par bond* bearing 4 per cent, interest for The mischief which must follow the obThough the statement of the priests
, bonds commonly known as the 5-20s. outs landburned the round-house and machine-shops of Republicans and Conservativesof tho Chamber iug and uncalled,and directs that whenever struction of this immense drain by dirt partially acquits the Sheriff of undue
the Atchison and Nebraska railroad. The loss of Deputies,and a resolution passed expressing all such 5 20 bonds shall have been redeemed, the and other causes must be obvious. The haste in the execution,the fact has been
1 provision of this section and all existing provisions
confidencein tho Government
is estimated at 9100,000. . .B. D. Richards,the
; of law authorizing
the refunding of the national skin is also a great breathing surface, learned that Sheriff Raudeubush teleA Berlin dispatch states that Bis- debt shall apply to any bonds of the United States
diabolical Nebraska murderer, has been tned,
which is proved by the fact that if an J graphed to Mrs. McDonnell hist night
* found guilty, and sentenced to be hanged on
marck has decided to withdraw the Parlia- j bearing f> per cent, or a higher rate of Interest animal is coated with an impermeable' to come to M&uch Chunk if she wanted
i
which
may
he
redeemable,
and
that,
in
any
such
tie 26th o' April.
mentary Discipline bill, leaving tho matter to [ change, interest shall bo allowed on bonds revarnish it is suffocated in a short time to see her husband alive for the last
The Grand Jury at St. Louis has the Reichstag.
deemed for a period of throe months — The main
just as effectuallyns if it had been time, and, well knowing that the train
, question being ordered, the House adjourned
indicted the officers of the defunct National
THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.
Thursday, Jan. 16.— Senatk— Mr. Doraoy strangled with a cord. Lastly, tho skin is arrived at 10 :20 a. m., and that the poor
Bank of Missouri,and they have all been held
The Toller Committee, on the 15th, submitteda resolution calling upon the Secretary a great absorbent of various matters woman could not have had time to
for trial in bonds of $10,000each.
coming in contact with it, and in this reach the jail, which is a mile from the
examined Clement L. Walker, attorney, of Now ; of the Treasury for a statement of all the
• THE SOUTH.
appropriations and expenditure* from tho way lead, arsenic and other poisons depot, he' swung her husband into eterOrleans,who testified concerning the election
treasury for the *pnrpo*e of payenter
body. Cleanliness nity just as she reached the jail door
Lieut. Gov. Hull, of Florida, has there; that he believed tho returns promulgated I national
ing tho expenses of tho Indian Department
is,
therefore,
absolutely
necessary pantplg for breach. This instance subbeen indicted by the United States Grand Jury, were not indicative of the true results, j from July 1. 1790, to June 8U, I87H. Agreed
' to ____ The bill providing for the payment
promoting
healthy jects the Sheriff to much censure, and
the
votes
polled
for
the
Conservatives
at Jacksonville,in that State, on a charge of
| of arrears of pensions was paased ____ Mr. Windom
conspiracywith others in obtaining returns of being countou for tho Democrats. He charged
perspiration,
and
through
thih
a uni- people of all nationalitiesare loud in
generally that there were irregnlannos | offered a resolution calling for a committee to inelections in Brevard county.
, quire into tho propriety of encouragingthe migraform
temperature
of
the
body;
(2) iu their denunciations.
and frauds in T
tho conduct ofr\tho election. tion of blacks from those States where they do not
.Information has been received at 0. W. Johnnon,J._
A. JohtiBOn,^ David Youn^, | m,,,jve Rllfj1trea,ment as might be accordedAmer- largely assisting the lungs in the perWashington of tho arrest by a warrant of the Charlea Lincola,M. D. Randolph, all colored, ican citizens to States where their rights will be formance of the function of respiraTHE MARKETS.
of Concordia,testifiedto generalchargea of in- respected.
tion ; (3) in preventing the absorption
State or municipal authoritiesof Alabama of
timidationaud fraud in tho late election. G. 1 Hovhe.— The House passed, without division,tho
of poisonous matter. To clean the skin
NEW
»
United States District Attorney Mayer and W. Walton, of Concordia, a member of tho
$R 25 0W 8f»
United States Marshal Turner, the latter being Legislature,denied in effect tho charges made bill reported from the Ways and Means Committee thoroughly from the scurf and oily mat- Bkkvih ............................
Hous ..............................8 50 0 3 70
now in jail, aud the former having boon re- by the previous witnesses.E. Kennell, colored, «to facilitate the refunding of the national debt
ter, soft water will bo found more efCotton ............................
9)40 99*
leased on a writ of habeas corpus issued by a Coroner of Concordia, said there wore seven The MisBissippi Levee bill was taken up and the
fectual than hard, ita solvent power for Flock— Superfine ..................3 25 @3 CO
United States District Judge Bruce. Those offi- men killed,all colored. Five were hung and remainderof the day devoted to it* discussion
Wheat— No. 2 .....................1 03 0 1 1C
w«e^SVmbth^prre*ence
I 8ft^ne ma^r ^ein^ l^e^r, and,
__
cers were ooramauded by a State court to deliver
Cohn— Western Mixed ..............45^0 4^
one shot
before it certain ballot-boxes and ballots used at
the November election, they being at tho time
cleansing i.s com- ! [|™~w^irn ......................
7 “
° F^l“?rt7.-}toAia_A
wwintio. «. 1 saponified and the
«•»
..........
*
0 9 25
in question used by tho Grand Jury of tho
plete.
Soap
and
water
should
be
used
o
Ola
United States Court, sitting at Montgomery, as by threats of b.nRinn, to vote tho Demomtic
Mr S.oUbary c^nK upon th. tor,..,,,
evidencein certain cases therein pending on inChicago.
.,
of the, Treasury for informationin regard to tho at least twice in. the twenty-fourhours
dictments for violation of tho election laws of ticket at the last election. He said that no Re- | funding nf the national debt. It was laid over. on the exposed parts, the face and Bkkvxh— Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 75 0 5 5C
Cow* and Heifer*......... 2 20 0 3 00
the United States. Mayer and Turner refused publicanticket waa nominated in that parish ____ 'n1i> balance of the day was spent in ronsiderhands, and the whole ^)ody should be
Medium to Fair .......... 3 75 0 4 25
becadise tho white* told tho blacks that they ing the bill to amend the Patent laws
to obey the mandate, hened their arrest
would considersuch action a declaration of war. Messrs. McDonald and RandUph were ap sponged daily with cold or lukewarm Hons ............................. 2 00 0 3 00
Flock— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 4 75 0 5 10
pointed to serve as members of the Teller ComWASHINGTON.
water or the
Abraham Thomah (colored), of Ten- mittece, in place of Messrs. Wallace and Bayard, water or soap.
Good to Choice Spring Kx. 3 15 0 4 25
83
Turkish bafli (In snltable eases) should Wheat-No. 2 Spring ..............b2
Confirmationsby the Senate : Roger sas parish, testifiedbefore tho Teller Commit- who were excused at their own request
No. 3 Spring ..............B7«8
Adjourned till Monday.
be
used
about
once
a
week,
and
will
be
too,
on
tho
17th.
that,
during
tho
late
election,
8. Green, Chief Justice of the Supremo Court
Cohn— No. 2 .......................
29
80
House.— The House devoted tho day, in comfound conducive to health. Cleanliness Oath— No. 2 ........................
21
of Washington Territory;John P. Hoyt, Assist- ho met a body of armed whites, who chased
mittee of the whole, to tho privatecalendar....
45
in the matter of clothing is also very Rte — No. 2 ......................... 43
ant Justice of the Supreme Court of Washing- witness. That night the same men came and After laying aside Hcverol bill* to report to
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 94
important, as through this channel Butteb— Choice Creamery ......... 2fi
ton Territory;George Hand, Secretary of Da- took Charley Bethel, a colored man, out of his
30
the House, the bill was reached for the payment
kota Territory;Lewis E. Payne, of Virginia, house, shot him, and cut his throat of $200,000 to the Trusteesof the Protestant Epis- germs of disease are carried about which Boas— Freeh ...........
™
Ross
Stewart,
a
prominent
colored
politician,
Pork—
Me**
...................
....
6
50
0
8
20
United States Attorney of Wyoming Territory.
copal Heminary and High School In Virginiafor not oiily infect the person carrying
of Tensas, a member of the Legislature,testi540
Lahd ............ ...............
rent of building* during the war. Quite a lengthy
The Presijent has nominated Wm. fied that threats of violenceprevented the Re- discussion
MILWAUKEE.
followed.the opponent*of the bill a*sert- them, but likewise those with whom
94
G. Thompson, of Iowa, for Chief Justice of tho publicansfrom nominating a ticket Witness ingltwa*a war claim, and the friendsof the measure they come in contact.
War. at— No. 1 ...................
84
testifiedto several acts of bulldozing,and
„„ a just hill for
.... rout
......
No. . ...................
stating it was
of property,_____
and_
Supreme Court of Idaho.
the names of fifteen negroes allegedto have [ the Government was as much bound to pay rent for
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 27 0 28
Some Pork.
19
A statement prepared for Secretary been murdered.
this building as for any other building occupied by
Oath— No. 2 .............. .......
42
it. Without reaching a vote the committee rose,
Rye -No. . ......................
The
whole
number
of
hogs
packed
Sherman shows that the total receiptsof gold
The TeUer Committee,on Jan, 18th, and the House adjourned.
to
Barley— No. 2 ......... ........
during
the
season
of
1877-8
amounted
ST. LOUIS.
at the various sub-treasuriessince reeumption
examined W. B. Merchant, Dietrict Attorney
Saturday, Jan. 18.— Senate.— Not in session.
96
to 9,905,000. ‘ The aggregate quantity of Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ............ 9-1
day, is largely in excess of the amount paid out of 8t Mary’s pariah, who testified concerning
Hocse.— The House took up an^l paased the Gen80
Mixed ....................
pork and pol-k products for the year is Corn—
in exchange for greenbacks., In future tho in- tho attack on Newman’s house, but
28
Oath— No. 8 ......................
eva Award bill. It revives and continues the Court
terest coupons of Government bonds will be nothing new was developed. It was or.
43
44
about
1,800,000,000
pounds,
of
which
Rye
...............
.............
paid either in gold or greenbacks, at tho option dered that United Statee Commissioner of Cotninissionera of Alabama Claims; fixes the
. 8 0U 0 8 25
Pork—
Mo** ................
more
than
half
was
exported
to
foreign
number of Judges at three; requires the court to
of the holders, at any sub-treasury.
Lane take testimonyof witnesses not convene and organize as Boon as practicable in dountries.With such an enormous pro- Lard .........
CINCINNATI.
examined
for
Natehitocliee,
Tensas
aud
CalaWashington, and limit* It* existence to eighteen
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The Altered Motto.
the bitter shame and sorrow
' That a time should ever
*
When I let the Savior’spity
Plead in vain, and proudlyanswered:
“All of self aud uone of Thee.’’
Ob !

,

be.

h

"

One dfty k»..s rich employer invited him
to dinner. There was wine on the table, but the lad was not ashamed to
say:
“ No, I thank you, sir, I never touch
it!”

Yet Ho found me; 1 beheld Him
Bleeding on the accursed tree.
Heard Him pray. “Forgive them. Father!
And my wistful heart said faintly:
‘Some of self aud soiOe of Thee."

Then came on a rich pudding, which
the boy tasted, and found that there
was brandy in it; so he quietly laid

'

the tasted morsel back on his plate
The employer discovered that the boy
had “pluck” enough to stand by h.s
convictions,and he will never be afrrid
to trust him. He is a sure-footed boy.
God knows what steep places lie before us. He has provided the “ shoes
of iron and brass” for us to put on.
They are truth, and honesty, and faith,
and courage, and prayer.
A clear consciencp will keep the head

Day by day His tender mercy.
Healing, helping, full and free.
Sweet and strong, aud ah! so patient!
Brought me lower, while I whispered:
“Loss of self aud more of Thee."
Higher than the hlgheat heavens,
I)<£per than the deepest aea,
LonflChy love at last hath conquered;
Grant me now my soul’s desire:
None of self and all of Thee.
Pt. Mu
, r\

nod.

cool.

Bible Arithmetic.

Addition— Add

to

your

And up along the hard road

__
to
there is

a sign-board, on which is written
faith virtue; in large, bright letters, “ Ho that walk-

and to virtue, knowledge ; and to knowl-.l etli uprightly, walketh xurehj."—liev.
edge temperance;and to temperance,! Theodore L. Cuyler.
patience

;

and

to patience, godliness ;

and

1

niFVFW
Peter,

to godliness, brotherly kindness; and
brotherlykindness, chanty. H.

m ivq

iphf

MAfcSAtKb.

i.;5, 7.
A ClrcumstantiHl Account of the Recent InSubtraction.— Laying aside all malice,
(Hhii Insurrection and Slaughter at Fort
and all guile, and hypocrisies,and even
Robinson.
envies, and all evil speakings -desire the
The sentinel walking guard on the
sincere milk of the Word, that you may j east side of the prison-room containing
grow thereby. I. Peter, ii. ; 1,
the Cheyennes had just cried out, “Ten
Multiplication.—Grace and peace be o’clock, ‘ all’s well.” Hardlv had the
multipliedunto you through the knowl- , 80un,i 0f i,iB vojce died tt*-ay on the

2.

edge oh

2.

God and

of Jesus our Lord.

:

,

. #ii

.

have been the wives of two, three, and
sometimes four or five different men,
owing to the freedom of divorce which
used to exist, and still exists in modified
form, in that State

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
Tuesday, Jan.

14.— Hen ate.

—In

the absence

of Lieut Got. Souions, SenatorChilds accepted

the chair. A special order was made for Friday morning to elect a President pro tem ____ _
The JudiciaryCommittee reportedadverselyon
to where the latter had intrenched them- 1 the education of the blind in this State ; the bill to provide for tho better detectionof
selves, in a ravine whose natural defen- 1 hy Mr. Robbins, relating to the cen- crime. . .Some 1,500 nominations for notaries public were received by the Senate.
ses rendered it almost inaccessible — a , struction and keeping in repair of sideHouse.— The House adopted the report on
place, no doubt, well known to the sav- walks in the highway; by Mr. Huston,
mileage for members and omDloyoa....Mr.
ages, and which in years past was used to repeal section 22 of an act to authorAllen introduceda bill making an appropriation
for their camping-ground. The troops, ize the election of a Township Drain for completing and finishing building.... Mr.
finding it impossible to dislodge the Commissionerin each organized town- Thompson's resolutionon State prinUng was
savages without exposing themselves ship; by Mr. Hodge, to establish a uni- passed, which caused a sharp debate., ..Prof.
It. C. Kodzie was invited to lecture before the
within easy range of the savages’ fire, ; form pnee for publishing legal notices ; House ou illuminating oils.
determinedto surround them, in hopes by Mr. Pendleton, relative contracts Wednesday,Jan. 15.— Senate.— The Senof getting them to surrender. This de- ; of married women; by Mr. Childs,
ate passed an act to amend an act in relation
terminationbeing acted upon, the troops making appropriationsfor the Normal
to witnesses in criminal cases giving bail, as
remained in positionall night. The fol- School; by Mr. Huston, to authorize the follows:“ The people of tho State of Michigan
lowing morning the troops discovered ! Board of State Auditors to contract for enact that it shall not bo necessary in any
the Indians had thrown up additional the printing and sale of the Supreme criminal case for any witness to give bail for
his appearance as witness in such cause, unbreastworksduring the night, with a j Court reports ; by Mr. Weir, in relation less required to do so by the order of a
view to resist any attempt of the troops to the liability of cities, villages and Judge of a court of record, or a Cirouit
to dislodge them. The commanding townships neglecting to repair sidewalks Court Commissioner.All laws coutraveninc this act are hereby repealed.....
officer, seeing that any attempt to dis- auff streets; by Mr. Hine, to authorize
The bill in relation to marriage"and solemnizalodge the savages from such position. and regulate certain kinds of iusurance; tion thereof was tabled. .A concurrent resocould not he accomplished without sac- by Mr. Childs, to establish a State hos- ution was adopted that tho Committeeson
nficing the lives of a number of bis 1 pital at Ann Arbor; by Mr. Patterson, Printingbe instructedto investigatethe State
men, as the greater portion of the sav- relative to the foreclosure of mortgage Printers. ...The JudiciaryCommittee reported
adverselyon the bill in relation to executions
ages were known to be armed, conceived by advertisement; by Mr. Weir, in rela- issued by Circuit Courts ____ In executive sesthe idea of sending tb Fort Robinson tion to plank-roads ; by Mr. Billings, in sion tho 1,500 Notaries Public wore confirmed.
.

.

(

.

.

,

preconcerted signal, the
II. Peter,
;
savages burst through the doors and
He that ministereth seed to the sower windows, which they had previouslyun- for artillery, by which he could more referenceto non- forfeiture of policies of
House.— Bills wore introduced; To provide
doth minister bread for your food, aud fasented.The movement was executed easily dislodge the savages. Accord- j life insurance; by Mr. Stephenson, in for tho otter care of pauper
cstitute
increase^ the fruit of yoitr righteous- with such promptness as to take the ingly a twelve-poundNapoleon gun was i relation to mining interests; by Mr.. children; authorizing*he formationof associaness. II. Cor.; 9, 10.
sentinels completely by surprise. The sent to the scene of hostilities,but, ow- Hodge, in relation to teachers’ insti- tions for intellectual, iciontiflc,rosthotic, reDivision.— Como out from among first of the savages gaining the outside ing to the positionassumed by the sav- tutes; hy Mr. Ambler, to.authorize tho ligious or liberal culture; in relation
to trials by jury.... Tho Committee on
them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, at the east end opened tiro upon the ages, the gun could not be sufficiently Directors of the Detroit and Milwaukee
Internal Improvementsreported favoraand touch not the unclean thing ; and I sentinels from firearms which they had depressed to play upon the position. A railroadto be represented in the Board bly
the joint resolutionauthorizing the Board of Control to transfer St
will receive you, aud^ will^be a father i succeeded in concealing since their capt- number of shells and solid shot were of Directors hy proxy ; by Mr.
,
unto you, and ye shall be .My sons and ure last October, succeeding in killing thrown as near as possibleto the posi- that Railroad Directors shall be citizens Mary’s ship canal to the General Government
— A bill for an unconditionalextensionof two
daughters, Bath the Lord Almighty. II. one and dangerously wounding another. tion occupied by them, but with appar- of tho United States.
years of tho Marquette aud Mackinac railroad
Cor. vi. ; 17, 18.
grant was introduced. A supplementarybill
A similar scene was enacted on the west ently no effect. The next morning, on
RESOLUTIONS.
will l>e introducedwithin a few days, practicaland south sides of the building. The making reconuoissances of the ground
That the Committee on Supplies as- ly restoring to tho market certain portionsof
MateriallHinin the Popular Faith.
savages having fired into the guard- held by the Indians on the previousday, certain if the parties supplying the these lands in Chippewa county.
Many defenders of the faith are room, severely wounding two guards- the officerswere informed, to their dis- members with stationery are not chargThursday, Jan. 10.— Senate.— nie Com
greatly alarmed, just now, by the spread men, the main guard, consisting of may, that they had escaped during the
ing too high for the same. That the niittcoon Education made an adverse report on
It is
is feared
feared , twenty men and two non-commissioned night. Owing to the troops having no
of materialistic doctrines.It
Commissioner of Land Office furnish the bill for the support of teachers’ Institutes.
that the belief of men in the truth of officers, rushed to intercept the sav- provisions on hand, it was found im- information as to why AgriculturalCol- — A resolution that tho Commissioner of the #
the gospel will be undermined by this ; age8* e8cape. Corporal Pulver, a brave practicableto follow their trail.
lege lands wortli $5 per acre are sold for Land Offlco furnishinformationrelative to sellmovement ; and a host of apologists, ! young feuow> of Company L, Third
The following are the names of the $3. That the Senate employ a steno- ing AgriculturalCollege lands at |3 per acre
under the able and confident leadershipj cavalry, sprung on ii savage, supposed killed and wounded since the outbreak grapher at $5 per day was tabled. That that should have brought 15 was passed ... .
Tho resolution for tho appointmentof a
of Mr. Joseph Cook, are arming fhem- 1 to be the chief, Dull Knife, with the inten- of the savages : Killed— Private Smith, the Committee on Railroads inquire stenographerwas indefinitely iMwtponod....
selves with such arguments as they can tion of disarming him. The savage, Company A, Third cavalry; Private into the matter of local freights on cer- Senate hills 11, 4 and 5, passed in committee of
the whole, were discussed.... The bill providcommand to meet this dangerous foe. anticipating the attack, immediately Good, Company A, Third cavalry; tain roads.
ing for the better detection of orimos aud
The materialismwhich excites their tired on Pulver, the ball taking effect in Private Everett, Company H, Third
House— introductionof bills.
offenses was reported back, with a recommendalarm is that which appears in connec- pjg right arm. Other members of the cavalry. Wounded— Corporal Pulver,
Mr. Mosher, to define and suppress ation for it* passage .... At tho afternoonsession
tion with the recent investigationsin gu,ir(t jn the meantime were trying to Company A, Third cavalry; Private tramps. Mr. Allen, making appropria- Senator Duffleld resignedfrom tho Committee
physical science— the materialismof prevent the escape of the retreating Egory, Company C, Third cavalry. tions for the Normal School for 1879 on University, on account of Ids brother, Bev.
Geo. Dufiiold, being a Regent Senator Hodge
Bain aud Buechner and Carl ’Vogt; the | savages, all efforts however proving in- All of whom are expected to recover.
and 1880; also, for completing building. takes his place.
alleged (but not acknowledged)materi- , effectua!, as the bucks on being overForty savages were killed, fifteen Mr. White, to provide for a uniform as- House.— Bills wore introdnood:To furnish
alism of Tyndal and Huxley and nken fired on the guard with fatal ef- wounded, and about fifty recaptured. : sessment of property. Mr. McNabb, to vaccine tojho inhabitantsof cities and vilbpencer. 1 rom the teachings of these ; ect The squaws were also armed with Among the wounded was a sister of allow a change cf venue in Justice’s
lages^cfeatiug a Twenty-Fourthjudicialcirphysicists and philosophers the danger huge hunting-knives,using them on the Red Bear, a chief of Red Cloud’s band, , courts. Mr. Sawyer, to provide for the cuit from the Seventh and Sixteenth circuits;
to religion is supposed to come; and , troops when an opportunityoccurred, who was present, having arrived from support and care of State paupers. Mr. to incorporate tho village of Brooklyn; to
these are the names with which polem- ; The men of Company C, Third caval- Fine Creek agency the day previous.| White, to authorize the formation of as- amend the laws of 1875 to provide for the incorporation of villages; to repeal a certain
ical pulpits are resounding, and the
jn the barrack-roomnear, bearing (>2 seeing his sister wounded Red Bear sedations for intellectual, scientific, section of the State laws of 1877, to
j^ges of quarterly reviews are plenti- the first shot, sprung out of bed, and, in shed tears, and called her a bad squaw, esthetic, spiritual, religious, or liberal authorize tho Warden of the State prison
fully besprinkled.
to receive moneys duo on contracts made
an incredibly short period, rushed to
culture.Mr. Cutcheon, to aid the early
while said section was
force;
We are not inclined to belittlethe to the scene of the engagement, many
TypographicEccentricities.
construction of a railroad commencing for a chair of oloctio medicine in tho university;
perils confronted by the church on this
of them stopping to render assistance
A great many columns have been at some point on Tnunder bay (Lake to amend and authorizetho formationof corside, nor to ridicule those who are tryto wounded comrades lying on the written concerningtypographic errors, Huron). Mr. Curtis, to provide for uni- porationsto establish rural cemeteriesand care
for the same; allowing tho Board of Supering to meet them ; but it may be that frozen snow. This scene tended to
and many of the instances sound so form assessment of property. Mr. Chase, visors of Bay county to receive certain lands
materialism in other shapes is assailing arouse within them the demon .of rewitty or so stupid that it seems as if to authorizeboards of health of cities, vil- from the Bay County AgriculturalSociety for
our faith in another quarter. Some- venge.
they must be rather inventions than lages aud townships to furnish vaccina- certain purposes; to amend an act to provide
times it is true that the most dangerous
On catching up with the guard in- actual happenings. But we never saw tion to the people thereof. Mr. White, for tho appointment of a State Reporter; relatfoes of the church are in its own house- effectively struggling with the retreat- one cited so unlikely that we couldn’t to reorganize the Seventh and Six- ing to afionation by deed, proof, and recording
hold. Sometimes the enemy outside ing savages, they opened an indiscrimi- remember its match. Once we wrote teenth judicialcircuits,aud create the of conveyances,and canceling of mortgagee.
Friday, Jan. 17.— Senate.— Bills woroiutroJ
the camp has a powerful ally within. nate fire, with dreadful effect, on the
that it was “like evoking the shadow of Twenty-fourth.Mr. G. H. Hopkins, to
wish
suggest the in- renegades, killing twenty, eight of a shade” to quote forgotten writers. The i provide for the appointment of a State duced: In relation to liabilityof cities, villages, and townships for neglecting to repair sidequiry, whether it be not so in this ease;
whom proved to be warriors.The sav- phrase appeared in print thus: “Like Reporter. Mr. Kuhn, relating to alien- walks and streets; to authorize and regulate
whether there be not a very consider- ages, reaching White river, within 500
cooking the shadow of a shad.” The ation by deed, and the proof and record- insurance other than life, lire, and marine; to
able materialistic element mingled yards of the post, scattered, making for printer had, in burlesquingthe senti- ing of conveyances, and the canceling of establish a State hospital at Ami Arbor; in re
through and through the popular faith
the hills a few miles distant. The main ment, actually preserved and intensified mortgages. Mr. Donnelly, to amend lation to foreclosure of mortgage by advertisement ; in relation to plank roads ; in relation to
and whether this materialisticleaven, body continued to retreat up the left
it in a most striking image of unsub- section 33 of chapter 188, compiled laws non-forfeitureof policies of life-insurance, rewhich is not the product of modern bank of the river, closely pursued by
stantiality.At another time we had of 1871, relative to establishing water- lative to mining interests; relative to teachers’
science, but which has been propagating
the infuriated soldiers. Such of the quoted the proverbialopinion of Rosa- courses and locating ditches. Mr. institutes- to authorizetho directors of the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad to bo represented
itself in Christian thought ail through
savages as were overtaken fired' on the lind : “Men have died and worms have Kurth, relative to forcible entries and on the Board of Directors by proxy: that railthe centuries, be not, after all, more to pursuers and in return were immediateeaten them— hut not for love.” The detainers.
road directors shall bo citizens of’ the United
be feared than scientific skepticism.
Htatdfl. . .A resolutionwas passed for the prely shot down. The dismounted troops, printer may have been a misogynist; at
resolutions.
i.

I

breeze when, by

Private Everett,one of their number, LETTER FROM THE STATE CAPITAL
dismounted and advanced, calling upon
Summary of a Week’* legislativeWork.
tho savages to surrender, by signs, etc.,
Lansing, Jan. 18, 1879.
signifyingto them their desire to capture rather than kill them. The savages,
The more important business transin response,opened fire, Everett falling
acted by the Legislature for the past
mortally wounded. The remainder of
week may be summarized thus
the troops gained the nearest shelter
SENATE— INTBODUCTIONOK BILLS.
and opened fire on the savages, killing
and capturing the entire party numberBy Mr. Hodge, to establish the Miching ten.
9
igan School for the Blind, and to con-
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pursuing the savages two miles, all events, he substituted “women” for
were overtaken by Companies E and L, “worms.” There are Shakspearean emenThird cavalry, mounted, who, on hear- dations not much better than that, pering firing in camp a mile distant, ar- haps.— .SpWiif/yieW Mass.) Republican.
rived in time to capture many savages
who would doubtless have escaped had
Paddy Ahead.
it not been for their timely assistance,
A gentlemanof the Hibernian nation
The mounted companies continued purwas making himself disagreeable in a
after

Iron-Shod.

The safety of a mountain-climber depends upon being well shod. Therefore the Swiss guides wear heavy shoes
with sharp spikes in the soles.
On a bright July morning, a famous

(

of England started with two
gentlemen to ascend the Piz Morter- gnit of the fleeing savages,allowing the
atsch, a steep and lofty snow-mountain dismounted troops, completely exhaustin
ed from cold and fatigue, to return to
Though experienced mountaineers,the post, carrying back a number of
they took with them Jenni, the boldest , savages, most of whom proved to be
guide in that district. After reaching squaws and papooses, their wounds, in
the summit of the Morteratsch, they many cases, being rendered doubly sestarted back, and soon arrived at a steep 1 nous by their being frozen, and the
slope covered with thin snow. They j most-seriously injured of whom died
were lashed together with a strong rope, , within the ensuing two hours. During
which was tied to each man’s waist. ; the work of dressing their wounds by
“Keep carefully in my steps, gentle- Surgeon Petty, who displayed great
men,” said Jenni, “for a false step here i skill and perseverance in administering
might start the snow, and send us down relief to the wounded savages, great
in an avalanche.”
fortitude was displayed, especially noHe had scarcely spoken when the ticeable in tho younger savages. Surwhole field of snow began to slide down geon Mosely, in the meantime, was busithe icy mountain side, carrying tho un- ly occupied attending the wounded
fortunate climbers with it at a terrible troops, who lived only long enough to
pace. A steeper slope was before them, have their wounds dressed. The disand at the end of it a precipice ! The mounted troops, having consigned the
three foremost men were almost buried wounded savages to medical owe, were
in the whirling snow. Below them were ordered to saddle up and follow the
the jaws of death. Every tiling depend- trail of the fleeing savages, which, owing
ed upon getting a foothold.
to the light from the pale moon, and
Jenni shouted loudly, “Halt, halt!” the ground being covered with snow,
and, with desperate energy, drove his was rendered doubly easy. During the
iron-nailed boots into the firm ice be- entire night the sharp report of carbines
neath the moving snow.
could be heard from the distant bluffs,
Within a few rods of the precipice where pursued and pursuers met in
Jenni got a hold with his feet, and was deadly conflict. The trail was followed
able to bring the party up all standing, until the setting of the moon rendered
*jwhen two seconds more would have further pursuit impossibleuntil dayswept them into the chasm.
light. Soon the trail became visible,
This hair-breadth escape shows the and pursuit was renewed. The princivalue of being well-shod when in dan- pal trail lay over and through a sucgerous places. Life is full of dangerous cession of mountains and ravines, renplaces, especially for the young. No dering pursuit by mounted troops alboy is prepared for rough climbing,un- most impossible. The troops that folscientist

Switzerland.

less heps well shod with Christian prin- lowed the smaller trails were successful
ciples. Sometimes temptation ices the in capturing many savages,and killing

Virginia street saloon last night by insisting upon the superiority of Ireland over every other country on earth
in any and all respects. Tho beer was
better there than here— the beef, the
bread, the houses, the land, the schools,
the people, and so on through the list.
“ I suppose,” said an old-timer, with
a frightful sneer, “ I suppose you will
say next that they have found more
gold and silver in Ireland than they
have in Nevada!”

.

that

invited to lecture in the House on illuminating oils. That Committees on
Taxation and Ways and Means each
employ a clerk at $3 per day. That a
a new standing committee be added to
the House committees, entitled Eastern
Asylum for the Insane. That the Committee on State Affairs employ a clerk.
Mr. Yeomans’ concurrent resolutionthat

.

powers and duties; relative to trial of issues of
facta in Courts of Chancery:relativeto affidavits of non-residents;making an appropriation for the purchase of boolw for the State
library
Both houses adjourned until Monday
evening,at 8:30.

—

Monday, Jan. 20.— Senate.— Pursuant to
adjournmentou Friday last, tho Senate mo
this evening at 7:30. Numerous petitions wore
presented,and noticesgiven for the introdnetion of bills at some future day.

the committees of the Senate and
House.— The House passed a joint resolution
House on State Prison be instructedto
for the transfer of St Mary’s -Fall*ship canal to
“No, sor,” replied Paddy, “but inquire into the best manner of dispos- tho General Government. . .The following joint
fwhat they’ve found there be of a darn- ing of females sentenced to the State •resolution was introduced as an amendment to
sight better quality.”—Reno (Nev.) Prison and House of Correction.Mr. the constitution, to stand as artiole4, section
Allen, that joint committee to investi- “All tho specifictaxes, except those received
Gazette.
gate the State printing be empowered from the mining companies of the Upper Pen-

__

_

Not Sorry.

You

.

1 :

to send for persons and papers.

will not be sorry for hearing be-

fore judging.
For thinking before speaking.
For holding an angry tongue.
For stopping the ear to a tale-bearer.
For disbelievingmost of the ill re*

appointments.

insula, shall bo applied to paying the interest
primary school, University,

upon tho
and other

educational

fnnds, ana

Senators Childs, Cochrane and Farr,

For being kind to the distressed.
For being patient toward everybody.
For doing good to all men.

tho interest and principal of tho State debt in
on special committee to revise the laws the order herein rocited, until there shall bo a .
sufficientamount in the sinking fund to extinof the State relative to taxes; D. C. guish tho State debt, other than the amounts
Henderson, to compile the manual; due to educationalfunds. When such specific
Frank Pullman, as third assistant jan- taxes shall be ordered to and constitute a part
of tho general fund the Legislature shall
itor.
provide for an annual tax, sufficient,with othei
THE FIRST BILL.
resources,to pay tho estimatedexpenses of tho
The first act asigned by the Gov- State Government, and such deficiency as may
ernor was to provide for an Assistant occur in the resources. ”

For asking pardon for

Prosecuting Attorney for Kent county.

orts.

all

wrongs.

For speaking evil of no one.
For being courteous to

A Check on

all.

Cheek.

I have heard of a curious case of successful impudence that took place a
short time ago. A well-dressed man
entered the Bank of England, threw
down a penny for the stamp, and asked
for a check. When it was handed to
him he filled it up to “ self for £100,”
signed it, and, receiving the money,
withdrew. As die had no account at the
Bank of England, that institutionlost
£100 by the transaction, while the Government gained 1 penny. — London

track under him, and then he must such as rendered it necessary for selfplant his foot down with an iron heel preservation.
or he is gone.
A detachmentconsisting of six men of
A poor boy of my acquaintance company H, Third cavalry, having dissigned a pledge never to taste liquor. covered a party of savages in a washout, Truth.
.

ventionof adulteration of honey.
.Mr. Chamthe Commit- berlain was elected Presidentpro tem
tees on Printing of the Senate and
House.— Bills wore introduced: Relativeto
House be instructedto investigatethe
establishing water-coursesand opening ditches;
printing done for the State by the presrelative to laying out, opening, locating
ent contractors,etc. Mr. Bowen, that or constructing water-courses, ditches or
tho Superintendentof State Property drains hy Township Drain Commissioners;
procure fifty choirs for use in the relative to forcible entries and detainers;to reincorjtorato tho village of Hault Sto. Marie, Chipcommittee rooms. Mr. Wilkins’ con- pewa county; relative to officers having the
current resolutionthat Prof. Kedzio be care of highways aud bridges, aud their several

By Mr. Thompson,

A Colorado comt, in the case of ElPRESIDENT PRO TEM.
dred against Malloy, decided that a
On Friday Senator Chamberlain,of promise to pav a sum of money upon
Berrien county, was elected President the condition that a railroad should be
pro tem. of the Senate. He returned built to a place named on or before a
his thanks for the honor.

The Legislature is getting down to
business in dead earnest,the committees are reporting on bills, and a spirit
of investigation baa taken bold of
many members.
Both houses adjourned from Friday
noon until Monday evening, Jan. 20.
G. W. H.

In Son

Francisco, and other large

specified day
court says :

void as a wager. The
The courts of this State

is
“

have enough to do without devoting
their time to the solution of questions
arising out of idle bets made on dog
and cock-fights, horse-races,the speed
of ox-trains, the construe! ion of railroads, the number on a dice, or the
character of a card that may be turned

UP”

_

_

towns of California, it is said that many
Sealskin mittens are fashionable for
of the married women past middle age ladies to wear over kid gloves.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

force of genius and industry attained a

high

place

make

Saturday, January

25, 1879.

among

GR

the painters of to day,

this account of his private life and

which
is enhanced by the fact that some of Munkaesy's finest works arc owned in America,
and

HE BELIEVES IKS LIFE BWED BT THE

thfct his

Now

editor of Tht Columbu* (8. C.) Rey-

the

come

a visjt to

of

•

most

interesting

Gov. Hampton,

whom

chased for the Lenox Library in New
York. The text is embellished with a
Dr. Felix

CHEAP CASH STORE

L. Oswald gives a graphic

steadily recorering from the severe trials 'description,of the great barrancaof Jor*

through which be has recently passed,
dream which the

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

is

finely-engraved portrait.

he found greatly improved in strength and

Edward King sketches with his
“HungarianTypes and Ausgovernor had at the crisis of his case, and trian Pictures.” Both these articles are
tells it in the governor’sown words. The well illustrated.
visitor, about to take his leave, said to the
“Women’s Husbands, ” a series of brilgovernor: "At least in all your serious liant sketches of American society, is conillness you had the devoted love of your tinued, as is also Miss Oiney’s delightful
own people.”
novel, “Through Winding Ways.” “The
" Ah, yes, sir,” was the hearty, deep- Colonel’s Venture” is a Virginian story,
toned reply, “never man more. I believe, by Rebecca Harding Davis; and “Carrie
as confidently as I do that I live, that the Fane,” a pleasant Ne w England sketch,
prayers of the people saved my life. I by Mary N. Prescott.
will tell you why I feel and believe it so
There could hardly be a more pathetic
firmly. While I was lying here at the stury of real life than that which is set bepoint of death and had become utterly in- fore us with full detailsin “The Latter
different whether I lived or died I got a Days of the Blennerhassetts.” “In a
letter from an old Methodistpreacher, one Cabinet,” by Frederic M. Bird, depicts
of my old friends. He wrote me word in- the Roman Emperors and their families in
forming me of the deep and devout peti- connection with mumismatics. There is
tions put up in behalf of my restoration by a lively sketch of Lord Beaconsfield’s catells • striking story of a

.

ever before offered in the State of Michigan
AT THE

at the Purls Exposition, and been pur-

account of

A R

P

c^/’-d'aurw—Milton Dictating

His Daughters— has attracted great notice

FBAYICK8 OP HIS PEOPLE.

liter, in

T

A

early struggles one of great Interest,

OOV. HAMPTON’S DEEAK-

The

S

E E N B A O K

a OF

ullo; and

usual vigor

the Methodist conference then in session reer, and a pleasant account of the school

Newberry. He then urged upon me to at which the “Daugters of the Legion cf
exercise my will to live in response to the Honor” are educated; with short and
supplications of the people of the whole amusing papers that help to render the
State, who were praying for me night and number highly readable and attractive.

E.

HAIRIRITSTGrTOnST,
AESO

iT.

made

Boots and Shoes, Dry Goods and Groceries,
the best fifty cent Tea in the city, also, a large line of Sugars
and Coffees, a good article of French Colognes.

Great Reduction

in

-

Shingles, Lath, Lime, Salt,

Will take nearly

A very

and Wood at Reasonable
7

-

all kinds of Produce in Exchange.

New

fine stock of

Prices.

Railroad ties

J

Wantei

Orleans Sugars.

at

day in every household in the Slate.

JVOOZ AJJQ 'BUFFALO LIJJEQ BOOTS AT COST 10 CLOSE OUT

My
Christ Church, Boston, the oldest

CHEAP.

Clothes Pins by the Box, or dozen,

reli

OCX.

SI

who had tremblingly brought the
gious edifice iu that city, celebratesthe
letter to my bedside and read it to me,
Christmas season by ringing its chimes
then urged me to listen to the kind, lovevery night during the week before and
Don’t fail to go and examine the largest
ing words of the man of God and to rouse
the week after Christmas. It was in this
stock and the most complete variety of
my will to live, and I promised her to do
church tower, side by side with these very
New Orleans Sugars ever brought to this “The best authority. * # It ought to
so. I fell into a deep sleep that night, and
manufacturer of
be in every Library also in every Academy
bells, that the memorable lantern was
town, at the Cheap Cash Store of
the most vivid dream I ever experienced
aud in every School.”— //on. Chas. Sumner.
hung winch sent Paul Revere on his midE. J.. HARRINGTON.
in my life crossed my slumbers. I dreamt
“The best existing English Lexicon.”
night ride through Concord aud Lexing—London Athenaum.
I was in a spacious room, and that in it
ton. Beside this the church has other
N. K. Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can
I was moved to all parts of the State, so
at No. 74 Washington street,
Revolutionary and colonial assi ciutions.
be found at E. J. Harrington. This is the
that I met my assembled friends everyThe Bible and prayer-book are the same
Grand
Mich.
finest and best Lard for family u>e in the
where. I remember most distinctlyot all
ILLUSTRATED
which where used by the rector in 1733,
United States.
old Beaufort,where I had last been. It
Having hut recentlymoved to his rapacious
<
and were presented by King George II.
new store,Is preparedto make the fltn-stam! best
E. J. HARRINGTON
seemed there were immense assemblages,
fitting hoot or shoe one may wish.
The first Sunday-school in America was
and ns I looked down upon them a grave
Compressed Yeast.— Have you tried that A large, handsome volume of 1854 pges,
gathered within its walla in 1815, aud the
personage approached me and touched me
Quality of work guaranteed,' and repairing
chandeliers were taken from a French ves- new j east? It is superior to any. Sold at containing considerablymore than a
on the shoulderand said to me: ‘ These
done on short notice.
100,000 words in its vocabulary,
sel by the captain of an American pri- Wholesaleand retail
people are all praying for you. Live, live,
A. L. HOLMES.
sister,

GET THE STANDARD.

Holmes

A. L.

BOOTS & SHOES,

WORCESTER’S

QUARTO^
WDICTIONARY

live!’ I never rcalired anything like

fore. It seemed a vision. I

vateer.

it

woke

be-

PES81NK BROS.

--

-----

-

the

Pout Hastings, Cape Breton, Jan. 14.—
morning feelingthe life-blood cropp- A large shoal of blackfish— the bottleing through my veins, and I told my fam- nosed whale— went into Ilawkesbury, C.
ily the crisis was passed and I would get B., yesterday afternoon, and were driven
next

better.”

on shore by some boats aud captured. A-

At the close of the thrilling relation we

at
---

—

:

caV^r'

with tne correct Pronunciation,

,WeSs;:

askedforasingle^u.^^^^^

bout 300 persons assembled on the banks

FOLLY ILLUSTRATED ANO UNABRIDGED. P

sihe

would formerly

there for prices which

_______

Gband Haven,

Definition, and Etymology.

-

rAvnmde'd.^

Haven, - -

j
j

PLATES. LIBRARY SHEEP, MARBLED

EDGEU20.00

-

—

___

of the

The harbor soon became purple with

KANTERS

L. T.

o! our most distinguishedscholars, and Is,
besides, recognized as authorityby the Departments of our National Government.It is also
adopted by many of the Boards of Public Instruction.
jority

Agt.

The marvelous beauty of the illustrated blood, as the large fish squirmed and
magazines of

this

country

spurted blood and water from thirty to

Is attracting at-

tention throughout the world. The edi- forty feet iu the air. The dying groans
tion of Scribner in England has doubled and snorting of the fish, mingled with the
within a few months. The

lot

shouts and wild excitementof the attack-

York Time* says: ing populace, made the scene truly Afof magazine annuals (En- ghanistan. About 100 flsli were taken,

respondent of the

“The whole

London cor

yew

glish) put together, are not equal in pictor- averaging in size from ten to twenty five
ial art to a single number of Scribuer's

Monthly.” But

the price at

magazines are sold

is

feet long,

and worth in

which ocr

Greatest

even a greater mar

all

about $1,000.

Remedy Known.

Jr. King’s New Discovery for Consumpvel. For example, a single number of
tion is certainly the greatest medical remBcrihner, “The Midwinter Number,” just
edy ever placed wiibin the reach of suft'erissued, has a full-paged frontispiecePor- ing humanity. Thousand of once hopetrait of Emerson, of rare excellence, less sufferers,now loudly proclaim their
and contains one hundred sixty pages of praise tor this wonderlulDiscovery to
letter-press,

with more than seventy

trations; many of

such

which

does it positivelycure Consumption,but
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,Hay
Fever, Hoarsenessand all affectionsof the
Throat, Chest and Lungs yield at once to
its wonderful curative powers as if by
magic. We do not ask you to buy a large
bottle until you know what you are get
ing. We therefore earnestly request that
you call on your druggist, H. Walsh and
get a trial bottle for ten cents, which will
convince the most skeptical of its wonderful merits, and show you what a regular
one dollar size bottle will do. Fur sale by

are works of art

peared only in gift-worksand purely
it

art

is sold for 35 cents.

would be difficult to find an illustrated
Imok to match it at $3. The subscribers

It

for the current year, get, in Scribner, not

only four of these full-paged portraits of
American Poets, ar.d nearly two thousand
pages of text (equal to 5,000 book pages)

Heber Walsh.

of the choicest current literature, with
more than 1,000 illustrations,including a

Doctors Gave him Up.

complete novel, “Haworth's,”by Mrs.
Burnett, but shorter stories, poems, reviews, descriptionsof travel, biograph
cal sketches,etc., and also

“Is
and

i-

at

possible that Mr. Godfrey is up
work, and cured by a pimple rem-

“I assure you it is true that he is entirely
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters

tion in the great South American empire

,

Nicholas. Prof.
Proctor, the astronomer,writes from London: “What a wonderful magazine it is
for the young folks! Our children are
leads the

world with

Just Received at

LOCKS ! LOCKS

THE

3STEWS

Job

Office.

The Complete Series of

!

WORCESTER’S

NEW LOCKS!

DICTIONARIES.
QUARTO DICTIONARY.

facilities for

ing are unequaled

25

in this city,

UNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY.
8vo. Library sheep. $4.?:)

ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown

and.

we arc at

all

times prepar-

ed to execute

8vo. Half roan. $1.85.

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated.
12mo. Half roan.

$1.75.

(Elementary) DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 12mo. Half roan. $1.0o.
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated.Kimo.
Half roan. 6 > cents.

SCHOOL

We

call the attention of the

who

or anticipate
DICTIONARY.Illustatcd.Mmo. Cloth.
to build, to our Stationary POCKET
63 ct«.; roan, flexible,85 cis.; roan, tucks,
gilt edges. $1.00.
Knob Shank Mortice Lock.
Many special aids to students, in addition to a

public,

are,

very full pronouncing and definingvocabulary,
make Worcester’s in the opinionof our most distinguishededucators, the mo<t complete,as well
as by far the cheapest Dictionaries of our language.

Come and examine. We will
cheerfully show the goods

and eiplam

JOB FEINTING
Promptly and Neatly

For sale by all Booksellera, or will be sent,
carriage tree, on receipt of the pi Ice by

their

J. B.

operation.

Remember

ALL KINDS OF

LIPPINOOTT &

IN

THK

00.,

Puhliahers, Booksellera, A Stationers.
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelpnia.

the Place

49-8m

D

c

s,

Lipplaoott’i Magazine.

Cant -Hooks!
C

Nothing in Lippincott’sMagazine for
February will be read with more interest
than the sketch of the great Hungarian
artist, Munkacsy,' by his intimatefriend,
Mr. John R. Tail, of Baltimore.The
striking character and romantic Career of

for sale at the Drug Store of

one who,

paid by the

J.

'

All kinds of
G.

i

O.

29-ly

C.

n«»E
1

including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
price of
1 Horse Power ...... $ 242.no
1*4
•• .......
e,V
•• ...... . 3»3-50

-

Losses honorable settled and promptly
.fyf.

moo

•'

Ins. Co.

JAMES LBFFKLACO.,
4fl-1y

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
RILL HEADS.
' STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,

MELIS.

give full powerclaimed.The
Engine and boiler complete,

VAN PUTTEN A SONS.

RANTERS

WM.

Compact, Substantial, Economical aud oaaily managed.
Guaranteed to work well aud

Shingles fur sale at

L. T.

*

and Best.

DOE8BURG.

Watertown Fire

PRINTING

The Newest, Strongest,

Rubra, an absolute cure for Drunkenness,

'

COMMERCIAL

ANT-HOOKS.

‘

A.

or resources of any kind, lias by

Print-

Additional £oral

W

starling without education,

Job

Profusely Illustrated.

Librarysheep. $10.00.

IS

Our

Opposite the Post-Office.

much delightedwill, it as Amiri- At g. v„n pUUl.n A
grocery „ore
be. I will n,.t say they I you can llurchs8e gruc,ries Just clieap
nre more deliuhted,as that may m.l be | ^ aDyw|ierc. Ooaudlryit.
IKiasible.” St. Nicholas is sold/for
-----cents a number, and fourteen numbers I The finest 5 cent cigar in the city, and
(November, 1878 to 1880) are given for $3. nu elegant 10 cent cigar at (be Cheap
Scribner & Co., 748 Broadway, New Cash Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
York.
------ ----Dr. D’Uugeis Extract of Cinchona
children can

means

MATERIAL

St.

quite »s

can

combination with good sense and judgment
WORCESTER’S is the soberer and safer book,
vrOTICE D hereby given that the co-partnershipand may be pronouncedffie best exUtlng EnIn heretofore existing between the undersigned, glish Lexicon.— London Alhthaewn.
“The best Englishwriters and the most particuunder the drm name of Rabbekx it Biunkmas.
is this day dissolved by mutual consent. All ac
lar Americanwriters nse WORCESTER as their
counts with said Arm must be settled by the new authority.’’—
York Herald.
firm — Brinkman & Kamps— who will coutinuo the
“After our recent strike we made the change to
same business as heretofore.
WORCESTER as our authority in spelling,chiefly
G RABBERS.
to bring ourselvesinto conformity with the acH. M. BRINKMAN.
cepted usage, as well as to gratify the desire of
' most of our staff, includingsuch gentlemen as
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich., January 17, 1879.
Mr. Bayard Taylor, Mr. George W. Smalley, and
BO 4w
Mr. John R. C. Hassard.’’— .Vrtr York Tribute.

and only fen days ago his doctors gave

of Brazil, deliveredfree of postage, and him up and said he must die!” *
“Well-aday! If that is so, I will go
all for four dollars.
this
minute and get some for my poor
In children’sPeriodicals, too, America
George. I know Imps are good.”

1<TEW

“The volumes before us show a vast amount of
diligence; but with HMifor it is diligence In combination with fancifulneas.With Wormier,in

it

the splendid edy?”

series of papers and pictures of explora-

AtUtrtiscmcuts.

45-tf

Maine.

Dissolution Notice.

wnich they owe their lives. Not only

illus-

as before the advent of Scribner ap

magazines, and yet

pfietv

1°78.

sex. right in their -own localities. Particularsand samples worth $5 free. Improve your
spare time at this business. Address Stinson A
Co., Portland.
S-iy

WORCESTER

---

Oar American Magazines.

20,

huMness you can engage In. $5 to $-JU
per d»V made by any worker ot either

,DlOI

“
”
shore. Men, women, aud children,
Remember
that
the
Watertown
Fire
Ins.
i*nmv
regarded
as
the
STANDARD
AUTHORITY,
a speedy recovery and many, many lung armed with axes, pitchforks,boathooks,
and in ko recommended by Uiyant, Longfellow,
years of health and usefulness.
scythes, and carving knives, ran to their Co. will insure your House and P umituie Whittier, Sumner, Iloimea, Irving, Wlnthrop.
Agassiz. Marsh. Henry. Everett,Mann, Stephens.
—
necks in the water and began the butchery. against damage by Fire on Lightning.
Quincy, Felton, Hilliard.Memminger. and the mabade him good bye, heartily wishing him

COT

Mich. Dec.

Springfield. Ohio.

SOLD BY
H.

PRICE LISTS,

MEYER

CARDS, TAOS^de.

& CO.,

DEAMCRM IN

Hri,

Coins, String

Mints,

Sic

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND. MICH.-,

4My

»nd pnstp»M—Tan
Ui:vkhly lUiDOl.T
fill
k louff.
trawling.
t-m m
to w/iCaBH
v.r>i asH tier
per we*
we*k
It* uO, nt
at
t.«gi.uti..iig new. .\ildrcN*,n*o Beverly Ow., Chkwjflk

SENT FREE Is
_

Men

lotting5.
'Boubtlap

lias

whose business drives them to the

— --~t -—
Tiik Board of Supervisorshns extended

List of letters remaining in

Uio tax-payingtime in this city to the 1st

Potatoks are being sent from Michigan
York

in ears

Wm. Vkhbeek, P. M.

having double walls,

Hillsdale County, Mich , lias a j\
pic for Register,a one legged man lor
On Wednesday last Matt. H. Carpenter/
Treasurer, and a one-armed man forjudge
was elected U. S. Senator by the Wisconof Probate; and South Carolina lias two
sin Legislature! To say the least, Wiswhich are warmed by means

a

of

stove.

citixenii of Holland and
vicinity that he haa removed hi* utock of,
CiROCfiRIKS in the Jewelry more of

^

one legged Senators.

sin could not send an abler man.

curry out Its pro-

have on hand a fine lot of

A Conipleie a sortmentof Children's and Infants'
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line uf
Ladles' and Oentluman's wear.

COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

.visions.

CANDIES,

floating debt of Florida has been

reduced from

$249,788 to $00,572 under

C1GA<BS and TCQACGOS.

CALL AND SEE

the administrationof Gov. Drew, and the

Klootwijk,formerly a resident o

him pre eminence as the only

US.

--

have a Japan Tea at 40 cts.
which cannot be surpassed.

I

I am now selling the Howe hewing Machine,
and wjll henceforthkeep It for sale at my store
Peddling machine* with wagons ha« been abolishes
the simple reason that the prices of machines
*io too low to admit of any expensa in that way
Call in and get bar)>ains.
for

or pass through here.

prepelual motion (?)

at-

Eionrii Street, City of Holland.
1

The weather has been moderately fine
bonded debt, which is now $1,284,200, has
during the past week, and sleighing is
been decreased$21,315.
ibis city, now residing at Saugatuekhas
made use of extensively. Almost every
been to Grand R«pi<h rucenlly to pmeurtj d„y 9lei|ihingparlies slur, „ut |rom here
Gkn. Shields is to represent Missouri in
some money to complete his invention oi
the United States senate which will give

Mr.

——Just rtcelved

One door weet of Bocman. where cun be found
a complete utock of

Congress has passed the bill providing
for the payment arrears of pensions. It

The

ALBERS, BOOTS & SHOES
—
GROCERIES,, E. HEROLD,

J.

important announcementby Prof.

will take $20,000,000 to

—

Winhcr to inform the

store is in

business.
"An

the Post

new

Salem, and are doing a good

full blast at

ZONING 1STEW stock:
OP—

Q. A.

office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 2ad, 1870: Tice: “The January thaw usually occurs
during the present month.”
George Ford, S. G. Crearinger.

day of March.

New

|

A Large and Fine

of ice arc being

for future use in this city.

Castor, Strang & Co’s

the'

Chicago & West Mich. H. K. burned down
last week.

quantities

away

packed

The water tank at Hudsonvilleon

arrived and looks ns na*

turn) as ever.

to

Immense

wall— Billposters.

Also

n nice lot of Cooking and Eating
Apples, Potatoes,Cabbage, Turnips
and all kinds of Vegetables.

man who

The Zeeland Fire Company celebrated has ever got into the senate from three
Captain James B. Eads, who is buildtheir first anniversaryon Monday evening different states. He has already reing the Mississippi jetties, has prepareda
last. With speeches, music and refresh- presented Illinois and Wisconsin in that
Fresh Oysters and Sweet
plan for the reclamationof the Potomac
ments the festivities were kept up to a late body.
alway ofc hand.
River front and the improvement of the

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

Cider

1,

HEROLD.

1877.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

hour and closed harmoniously.

sewerage of Washington.

--

-----

We

In the cars which stood on the track at

Erie snowbound for four days recently,

find in the Allegan

.

...

Dr. Peter Crispel, Jr

,

DEALER

Dmccml that

of the 10th
.....
Inst,
......
the death
......
o city while employed by one

Intelligencer

there were nine tons of silver bars and

We
.

of

our

Egga.

rail-

father of Professor! road companies, has bought forty acres of

$300,000 in gold coin belonging to the Crispell of this city, at the age of 84 years, (land in Manlius one mile north of FennHe was a great grandson of Anthony Cris- jville. He still Intends to stick to railroadGovernment. Not a dollar was lost.
French Huguenot from Artois, whofintf untii

pel, a

The

engine of a freight train on the emigrated to

Kansas Pacific Railroad, which,

in falling

over Kiowa Creek last summer,
peared in

a

forty feet below the bed of

the stream.

We

are indebted to Mr. H. M.

editor of

the

Buhrman

Vrylieid* Banier, for his

pamphlet entitled "Be Unit Van Utreghtr

The

publisher mentioned abovasells cop-

pamphlet for the

ies of the

10 cents. Address
Rapids, Mich.

On Sunday

II. M.

small

sum

of

Buhrman, Grand

True Dutch Re-

last the

country in 1680,
-

—

The

new flouring
Hamilton commenced grinding on

Give me a

i,i8 i«nd is sufficientlyimproved

to sustain

are informed that the

him

Good

for

Call.

Charley!
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FIRST

dispatches received at the offices of

Boots and Shoes

f

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

-3m

WARD

Of the neateststyles and best qualities which
offer cheaper than anybody else.

on Wednesday lust,
Friday, Jan. 17th, although considerable told of another fearful snowstorm along
carpenter’s work is still to he done before the line ot the New York Central. All
the mill is entirely finished. Our infor- trains had come to a stand still, and the
meat snys that several farms have lately outlook was very gloomy. There are now
beeu started around that hamlet, and that nearly six thousand loaded cars sidetracked on the Lake Shore railway bethe place is growing rapidly.
tween Chicago and Buffalo, awaiting an
Considerable interest is manifested outlet eastward.
throughout the lalid in the Reno inquiry
Smallpox, which, thanks to persistent

Dr.E,.A.Scliouteii, Makes Custom Work

going on

at present in the city

Ueiicim Muntriu, Toiltt Midi, Gigin,

The “Cus

er Massacre,” or rather the battle

mill at

quicksand, has just been found

a depth of

at

We

disap-

this

---

IN

Choice Butter & Fresh

Charley Daily, who formerly lived In this

notice in the issue of the ChrUtia

Big Horn river,

at the Little

<

is

f

the Vanderbilt lines,

C.iicago

vaccination, has been almost entirely driv-

DRUG STORE,

„ L
.

Three doors East of Kruisenga’sStore.

iPIROFILIETOIt.

Specialty.

This new itore will keen a full supply of the beet
and durst

D B

en from New York, is now working ter-

Writing Material, Snuff,

being un-

formed Church of this city proposed a raveled by close questioning. The pro- rible havoc in Cenru, Brazil, where, according to the report of the Captain of the
group of three clergymen, consistingof ceedings of the Court are too lengthy t<
steamship City of Rio Janeiro, the people
Rev. G. Hocksema, of Zeeland; Rev. W. mention in detail, but the outcome will he
were at last accountsdying of it with such
II. Frieling, of Muskegon, and Rev. L. faithfullygiven.
rapidity and in such great numbers that

i.

And the

assortmentof

finest

Liquors, Cutter and Tailor,

Wines &

rooms over E. J. Harrington’s

Medicinal use only,)

(for

VAN RAALTE.

GRIFFIN,

A.

J.

K.

Rietdyk,of Paterson, N. Y., front which

And almost everything else belongingIn * well
The vote in the senate, on Wednesday, “it was impossible to make coffinsto sup- stockeddrug store.
they will choose one to call to their
ply the demand. The pe.iple dug ditches
church.
giving Blaine’s speech on subsidies preand tumbled into them the unshrouded The above Hrm are the manufacturers ol DR.
w '
— —
»
ference over Edmunds' constitutional re8CHUUTENS
corpses, eight or ten at a time.”
On Sunday last Mr. J. R. Schepcrs, son
jo n\
solutions,seems to have discouraged the
------of the late Rev. Schepers,was married
Vermont senator. He withdrew his moDr. Abel, the Berlin correspondent of AMI-BILIOUS AND EXPECTORANT PILLS
Jennie Schaap, second daughter of Mr.
A. NT)
tion, yesterday, for the considerationof the London Time*, has been lately staying
W

—

-

-

-

—

CHEAP CASH STORE.
Cutting and making in firstclass Style.

7

f^Sr^pepeiTIIadn
built o^liis land, two

Sch nap, of Fillmore.
fine

new

residence

his pets, and they

are likely to disappear with

at least until about file end

of

the session,

Lord Beaconsfield at Hugheuden
Manor. Dr. Abel is known to read and

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. Cleaning and liepairing done
promptly and Neatly.

nluht.

miles south of this cityWrevinus to his

Pre-crlptlonscarefully compound at all hours,
when a little time may he spared for translateupward of seventy (perhaps sevenday or
3#-iy
marriage,and the youn^ftdks celebrated “making "capital.”
teen) ditt'erentlanguages, and though a
-------the event by a series of parlies at the new
German by birth, yet his Time* and other
residence.
Mr. Charles Bradlaugh has announced English writting is clear in meaning, simhimself as a candidate for the British ple in diction, and polished in style. T'HK following described Lots In thcGIty of
We learn that the people of North Holt J,.:,,llu.ndT; the following prices.
Parliamentfrom Northampton. He advo- When Lord Beaconsfieldwas introduced Lot ft. Block F, Lot Block O, West Addition$l7f.
land have taken hold of the bad roads.
each : Lot 18. Block 8. Lot H. Block 11, South West
cates the abolition of the law of primo- to him at the Berlin Congress, he said: Addition $170 each. Lora 1, S, 3. 1, 6 <fc 6 In Block
They went to work and filled up the holes
2.-). us organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
geniture, resistance fo the present extrava“Dr. Abel, you are the author whom I
each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are tftKi each.
with snow and then threw a couple of

FOR SALE.

ALSO
Ladies Cloaks Cut and

Made

to Order.
85- tf

fi,

pails full of water over

it

to

gant national expenditures, the separation
settle it not
of

church and

have most studied.”
---

state, the abolition of hered-

made it hard, and thus
“While Germany is putting all manner
itary peerages in the House of Lords,
the road was made hard and level with
of jealous restraints on emigration,” says
household suffrages in counties,shorter
very little labor. Now why can’t that be
sessions of Parliament, and women suf- the London correspondent of the New
done on River and Eighth streets?
York Time*, writing at the end of 1878,
frage.
“the English Government is rather inSt. Louis has a free lodging house, where
A locomotive, perhaps the largest ever clined to encourage people to leave the
from 300 to 000 persons, mostly tramps,
made, is now en route for work on the country than to stay in it; and supposing
sleep every night. A new rule is that
long, heavy grade on the Rocky Moun- trade looks up in America next year, as
every lodger must he vaccinated, and on
tains of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa everybody thinks it will, the tide of emi
the first night of its enforcement the phyFe Railroad. It has ten wheels of paper gration will once more set In from Engsicians, operated on nearly 400 arms.
with steel tires, and the firebox is ten feet land to the United States. What is more,
Many objected, hut the alternative was a
long. When in working order it weighs we shall also experiencean emigrationof
night in the streets, and as the weather
118,000 pounds. Its weight is so great capital, a circumstance which will have
alone, but the frost

was bitterlycold, none chose

it.

that the Western roads won’t let

it

go over

Tuesday morning. •. He was a dismantled. It ran, however, over
prominent physician and citizen of the bridges of the Pennsylvania road.
peacefully

Saugatuek departmentof the Allegan

We

Journal, a w riter of Ann convictions, pleas-

of Mr.

new

call attention to the

all

advertise-

new

so strong, simple,
ing and forcible style and an active Rebeautiful
and
effective
that they must he
publican.He has been for some time
seen
to he appreciated.Mr. Molis will
unable to speak aloud from an effection
take pains to show and explain their operof the throat. He was also a member of
ation to anyone who wishes to see them,
the I. O. O. F. and was highly respected
and parties building new residenceswill
among the members of the order.
do wise to go see these new locks before
Our readers will have noticed the es- they purchase.We deem the new locks a
cape of the Cheyenne Indians from our vast improvement on the old ones. He
soldiers at Fort Robinson, and the subse- also offers a new kind of cant-hook for
last 4

companies of

sale, the first we

Wednes-

For new

cavalry, under

of Cnpt. Wessels, discovered ware line, go
them intrenched at the mouth of a ravine. them.

A

to

articles

in the hard-

Melis, and you will find

Mr. R. E.

wounded— they

sergeant and two privates were killed, and

few wounded, among whom was Capt.

Werkman

arrived

.home on

has taken up one hundred

and

able reports

from the

fertile west.

large audience. His effort is generally

conceded to be very satisfactory. At
Grace (Episcopal) church Rev. E. W.

duties would have any effect. The United
States would only thereby he provoked to

make

the issue to see which side was the

strongest. Besides, such policy would he

Hope Church

is

supplied with a pastor,

,2,>

R. A.
at

8CHOUTEN, M.

D.

the Drugstore,Holland, Mich.

1

t

illy

met the oldest son

necessary

to tax

such

vital necesrities as

wheat and cotton.” Thus the true relative

THE NURSERY,
L.

CONSUMPTION CURED!

-

- •

The undersigned,
mdersigned,an old and

retired physician,
-

help

Setts

did Parlor Setts.

’
Coffins

J

V

r

and Caskets always
on hand.

Fair dealing can be relied on.

rrn”.?:

. jpk::7,
ol It for the future.

wutnesi,

DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllie, Ont.

etc.
A NEW

STORE!

Joslin&Breyman, H.

Van Landcgend, who

of this

made

.

VEEBEEK

& CO

.

Have re-openedtheir extensive Furniture business, closed by the big lira of 1871, on the corner of

Ninth

Sc

River Streets.

In opening this store we open theilneatand
largest Furniture store In Ottawa Co., and resueetfully invite our old customers to com. ana examine onr stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and best kinds of furniture to the cheapest.Including all the lateststyles, snch as East Lake.
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

In comparing our prices with those of
Grand Rapids we looked through the esto J.

W

it.

is

doing a good
the

trade. He has engaged

a

thorough-

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
Silver Ware,

Very Low Prices.
Having bought everything new we ten sell lower
with e small profit, than old stock can be sold “at

DEALERS IN

Watches, Clocks,

A complete stock; come and

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors

preparations to wholesaleand retail

Neb., a very thriving place, where heavy iron, horseshoes and horseshoe nails.
be found Dr. 8. L. Morris & Henry West- Mill men can obtain their files just as

Third Reforntcd Church will be discon veer, doing a prosperous drug business,* cheap of him as anywhere else, and
tinned. It ia a noteworthyfact that all, besildesthat the doctor enjoyed a large files for recutting left with him will be
the churches in this city,' except one, are
id lucrativepractice. Mr. Werkman 1 done just as well and cheap aa in any
now supplied uith fervent and eloquent , .ys all these western towns seem very, other city. Whereas he buys for cash and

All Kinds of

Spectacles.

of

the

THCEITIX:
Planing Mill,
We

are

preparedtomasufacturefurnitureteorder
common ware very cheap.

and can afford to sell

Vail

Mae

afColtf

Pe&i*

preachers. The only exception (the True prosperous, and found money was plenty, obtains the lowest rates, he can afford to,
Dutch Ref. Church) Is also endeavor!
vurinj’/j the people generally intelligent, smart, and does, sell as low, if not lower than the Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
to get a first class clergyman.
and
i hardware dealers In Grand Rapids.

/

Bedroom

N. B. Call and aee a most beamlfnlvarietyo
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.
he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE Camp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, brackets
8. RE1DSEMA.
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and etc.,
Hollamd, May 15., 1878.
using the same, which will be found a sureeme for
Consumption, Catarrh,Bronchltir, Arthma, Nerdte. Address with stamp.—

( loud,

tontended.

Retail.

SUORKY,

words. The daughter has out-'
mother, and the mother cannot

Mr. P. Zalsman, ly experienced workman for all kinds of
farm about six miles repairingand steam fitting. He has also
called at Red

Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.

86 Bromfleld Street.Boston,Mas*.

positions of Ihese countries are defined in

of

also

aee the gooda and ascertain
prices before yon purchase.

pressure on the United States it would ht

The hardware business, judging from

1 Rotterdam, Kansas, where he inclden-

Come and

1879. PricR Reduced. 11.50 Wall Paper at Wholesale and

impracticable,because to bring serious

knd cattle ought to have the same care U constantly adding and making more and
here as here. Mr. Wencman paid a visit more complete all Ihe different branches

Flower preached Uis inuagurai In eloquent who has got a fine
slyle. We are Informed that, now that f rom that village. He
the services in the English language at the

*

_

Last Sunday was quite an important report of cold weather,of which Dr. Mor amount of new goods arriving every day
day in some of onr churches. At the 2nd^ ris made mention in his communication this week. His stock of stoves cannot be
Reformed (Hope) Church Rev. D. Van yast week, Is verified by Mr. Werkman, surpassed for quality and variety, and he
Pelt delivered his inaugural sermon to a

I have purchased lower than eve
cheaper than ever before.

FtRST-Clas* Improved farm, containing about

sixty acres tablishmentof Mr. J. R. Kleyn, successor

of land In Kansas, and brings very favor-

Weasels.

A

was particularly disheartening,but he having been permanently cured- of the much
dreadeddisease
______ CONSUMPTION,
________ _____ by a simple
thought no threats of imposing counter remedy, l« anxious to make known to his fellow-

grown the

Monday morning last from his trip to
Kansas and Nebraska. Mr. Werkmen

would not surrender. Of the cavalry one

strength of protection in the United States

a very few

terriblefight ensued, and all the Indi

aus were either killed or

a

have seen in the market.

and useful

command

merce. said that “he did not deny that the

FURNITURE
A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEBT.

r .. , or
of l»nd, situated within reach
of Hollandtlty as a market. For particulars,inquire of

Rt. Hon. Mr. Forster, speaking at a
soiree at the Bradford chamber of com-

locks,

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

Which

Wanted,

JOHN

Win. C. Melis, who advertises a

series of

day

healthy manufac-

Money! Money!!

will sell

turing progress in America will sec capi- A MONTHLY MAOAZfNI 701 YOUNOI3T 11ADZIS.
SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. Bend 10 cents
the talist as well as laborers emigrating to the for a specimen copy and Premlnm-List.Subscribe now, and get last number of this year FREE,
United States.”

place, for several years the editor of the

On

A

HOWARD.

M.D.

bridges, and it will have thereforeto he

Dr. E. B. Wright, of Saugatuek, died

quent pursuit of our troops.

special advantages.

Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots ft, 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14, In Block
K. Lots 2, 4. 5 and i in Block If. The above wltl
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,

Hollahd, March

14,

1878.

«-U.

We

also keep ourselves preparedto do all kteds

H. W.
Holland,Mich.. July

VERBEEK
85, 1878.

& Co.

savior at a two-forty gait. W’en Jack
let thet out.
Harmon came out o’ the shaft he stood a
; which way, yellin’1fur ropes, ladders,
minute on the scantlin’ swayin’ back an’
I sat to day t>onoaththe pine
By Mrs. Meta VictoriaVictor.
anything—as ef ladders could reach forth like a drunken man, blinded by
And eaw tlio long lake ahine.
CHAPTER L
The wind wan weary, and the day
down 200 feet to where the men was. smoke an* bewildered, an’ ef Ferguson
Sank languidly away
The continuationof thla admirable and exciting story
1 They was clean gone with excitement,
The aeons opens in the Morgue, New York,
hadn’t caught him he’d a gone back
Behind the forest’*pnrple rim:
will be found in Frank LetlU't Chimney Comer, No. 714,
an’
didn’t
know
what
to
do,
an’
the
Are
when
the
body
of
a
handsome
young
man
has
The sun wm fWr t6 nae, I lived forhim
again
and now ready at all newa depots. 10 cents weekly,$4
roarin’ and cracklin’ like the devil’s own
“Two more of us bed got in with just been brought in, and where it lies under per annum. Address Frank Leslie's Publishing House,
I did nof miss you. All was sweet;
i blaze.
«ky, earth and soul complete
buckets of water— ’bout all ther was in the drippingof the iced water, which falls upon B, 66, and 57 Park place, New York.
In harmony, which could afford
| “Some rushed one way an’ some un- the tank ; but it seemed to dry pff as it to arrest the progressof decomposition. The
No more, nor spoil the chord.
j other, while some
of them stood fast us we poured it on, fur the blanket man who attends to guard the dead did not obCould I be bleat,and you afar,
INTERNAL REVENUE.
Were other I, or you, than what wo are!
( starin’ into the hot, black smoke an’
was smokin’, W’en the rope w-ont down serve a slim female figure, which seemed to
Nome
Interesting HtntlstlcH.
yaller fire, dazed, scared, helpless, fur the last time, to haul up Joe Harper, arise out of the earth, so silently and suddenly
The Mfted silver of the nbrht
According to the report of the Comj Quicker’n it takes a man to tell it, a
Rained down a stranpc delight;
the scantlin’ was bumin’, an’ the upper did it stand there. She was bending over one
The moon's moist beam ou meadows made
i man jumped through the door of the
of the five marble slabs on which lay the dead missioner of Internal Revenue, the retimbers
was
beginnin’
to
blaze.
The
Pale bars athwart the shade.
' Listin’ works an’ caught hold of the
And murmurs crept from tfw to tree—
whirlin’ smoke hid Ferguson from us, body of a splendid young man— he could not ceipts for the last fiscal year fell off
Mysterious whispers— not from you to me!
$8,341,020.88,as comparea with the
chains. His coat an4 hat was gone, an’ but we knowed ifjhe didn’t come out have been more than 23.
he looked like angel— almost— as he party soon the whole shebang’d give
year which ended June 30, 1877. The
“ Who are yon !” said the attendant, suddenly
I stirredthe embers, roused the brand
depressing causes that have operated on
And mused; on either
swung over the shaft in his wliite-frilled way and bury him ; the sides was in a becoming aware of the girl’s presence.
The pedigree of human thought
every department of’ trade were felt
shirt an’ his lo*g, yaller hair.
light blaze, an’ the place where the win’“ I am Liz,” she said: * and that is my husSang, censured, cheered or taught.
here, as they have been in the reduced
“It was Dandy Ferguson.
Pausing at each Titanic line,
loas stood was the only spot where even band
»im lying there!*
luurur
I caught no echo from your soul to mine!
He didn’t wait for nobody, but Dandy Ferguson could a worked. It • Do you wish him sent home?” said the man. I6™11.116 on imPorts. Necessity has enjammed a big scaitlin’,that two men must a bin an awdul strain on him— the
“ Heavens— what uso?
uso? lhave not a cent to ' ;0rCed ecof om.Y
forms of luxury,
And last, when life recastits form
To passive rest and warm.
lor even the comparatively rich whose
couldn’t a lifted,down over the shaft. last pull -but he never owned it, an’ bury him!”
Ere the soft, lingering senses cease incomes have been cut down, and still
Then he yelled for a rope an’ told some bimeby up comes Joe, the bravest man
“ Come now ! you had bettor go homo. It’s
In Bleep* half-oonaot0®* peace.
more for the toilers whose wages have
The wish I might havelaahioned^ied
_____
men near the door to fetch him the ol’ in the camp, I reckon, burrin’ Dandy getting lato.”
Tn dreams that never* Drftu>ht
vbn to
1 my Mdc ! xnn’iapg thet was lyin’ outside, near the
ufeht ybu
She glued bar forehead to the glass again, etandlng been diminished when they could find
Ferguson, ’cause, you see, he wouldn’t
employment.
dummy.
there
motionless,until the officer,not nngently,put his
Farewell! ray nature’s highest strops
tech the rope till they’d all bin hauled
baud on ber arm and drew her away.
Mine equal shall possess:
This document covers more than 200
“You never see men work like they up ; he tied every mau on except the
Tis easier to renounce, or wait.
I cannot even get at him to kiaa him good-by,"she
rt
aid.
* —
! P1^08* 8n(l contains many interesting
Happily, the perfect fate.
coward,
Miller,
an’
then
came
through
did as soon as ther was is head The
My colduesa Is the haugHty fire j
the blazin’ shaft himself, watchin’ the
; rope an’ the win ’lass was brought into
/^oSaiTb%nb£{!nl^fOT,ood
1 “f\whlCh Can °nly be presented by
aa,'
home Is the bod^iluco forte
That naught eonsurt^seicept
its full desire!
Home! I never bad a home! I came up on the digesting an immense amount of superthe works on the jump, an* fastened to little tongues o’ fire shoot out frosi the streets—
I shall always live on the streets.George promfluous matter. Deducting $50,538.79
the scantlin’. Down went the rope and side ev’ry once in a while, as if thev’d ised to take care of rae-be paid for my little room -bat
George
is gone. Oh. oh, oh!"
DANDY FERGUSON.
for sums refunded, the following taole
th.
Ferguson shouting afters it, ‘I’m here, lick the life-thread in
gives the net total receipts for all the
“An
Joe
grabbed
the uppet chains the
boys,
an’ Ml stay till I roast’ Then he
A Mlmw's Story.'
States and Territories
,aft lit
ht up with a hiss an’ a roar, as
ns if
if
grabbed the crank an’ spun the rope shaft
Staten an,
Net Totni State* and
Net Total
round . ibe bari faster’n it ____
ever was the fire was mad at losing its prey. Joe b« batter Bailed. The merest chance, too!” Then, Territoric*. Ile<ript*.Territories. Receipt*.
I do not believe that Quaflomodo
tnrrin* to the attendant,“ I stand In need of a aubject Alabama.... $J87,flH8.U6 Montana...
$27,108.88
uae<l oue
oneTiand
first, got out an’ Ferguson staggered away to-morrow,and this one la exactlywhat I want, llaa
a more pitiably-deformed creature, or rolled
n)l}ed. before.
before- . Pe
Ho used
hand first,
Arizona ...... 20.jm.01 Netraaka. ...
690,447.69
any one claimed it!"
Quilp a more hideously unnatural- look- an wben she tightened he laid the other from the win ’lass, but his luck went “ The etiep'a wife waa here— aaid the waa too poor to Arkansan.... 11 4,676.1*1,Novada ......
69,017.46
bury it— dtra't think it will be claimed,doctor."
California ... 2,145.767.82 N. Hamps’n?
back
on
him
at
the
last
minute.
He
‘»6,18i.ll
ing object, than was Dandy Ferguson :
Can I have it to ni<ht!"
Colorado .... 88.fiM.00New Jersey
6,095.279.17
I should aay so."
when I saw him the first time, that ! “Si Holden wanted to help him, but stumbled an’ fell jest as ho come to the •’“ Good!
Connecticut.58U,2U1.7U?Nfw Mexico.
19,826.86
Caaey, I know I can trust to your discretion.
calm, summer afternoon,laughing and he wouldn’t hev no interference.4 Time tramway at the door, an’ the whole side This body la not to go into tbu cnllere. It ia for a pri- ?^otA ...... 29.'.)54.2fl New York . 14.917.208.69
Delaware....480,084.90N. Carolina. 1.818,868.94
vate nan of my own, and It is to he sent to my house.
joking with a crowd of boon companions enough,’ says Ferguson, ‘when I drop.’ o’ the buildin* come dowui on him with You will be off duty here at midnight.I want you then Florida ...... 188,823.88Ohio ...... 14,763.251.65
a
crash.
A
hundred
men
forgot
danger
to get an ambulance and hi ing this to me at my home.
Georgia ..... 880.479.90Orej-on .....
in the cool shade of an awning at Quartz 1 It wasn’t long before a lialf*nakod body
60.0e2.69
I will be there to receive it, and I will contrlre to hare
Idaho ....... 19.777.61Pemievlva’a. 5 915.296.42
an’ death, an’ rushed into the flames; the
policeman on that beat out of the way at that hour.
| came up, an’ they got the rone off as
240,769.65
You and I can bring It in. Here Is $50 for your trouble, Illinois ...... 19.667. 780.66Rhode Isla’d
His face was seamed and distorted by quick as they could, draggin’Harry Mil- but r Miller, the man that played it so and— you are to make no remarks."
Indiana ...... 6.710.(824.2018.Carolina.
119.241.09
ri/ht. doctor!I'll be there to the minute, sirI°*» .........958.637.451 Tennessee.
644.400.08
pecnliarly-glossyscars— the 'ineradica- lerout of the works more dead’n alive, sneakin’ mean down in the shaft, got to end All
many thanks.My wife will make good use of mis
Kansas ...... 158^10.68 Texas ......
265,548.27
money."
ble evidence of close and Idiig contact tremblin’ like a leaf.
leaf. They thought at him first, an’ dragged him out.
Kentucky .... 0,660.556.31Utah .......
43.S41.9S
The great surgeon left the morgue ; his carriagewait“Everybody
thought
he
was
dead,
an’
Louisiana.
.
4£0.4«i.29j
Vermont
....
44.830.49
with that shrivelingelement, fire. His the time that he was scare id________
____
at the danod for him outside the hospital gate, and was driven
Maine
.......
70.695.76
Vlnrinia
...
6,501.470.89
body was bent, and ho walked with sid- ger he’d been in, an’ didn’t notice how- the crowd carried him an’ Miller— who rapidly toward home.
Man-land.. . 2.880.606.10Washington.
23.011.00
Maasachu’tts2.419,916.48W. Virginia. 826.471.67
ling movement. He was a sickening much exhausted he was, but they found dropped insensible after he’d got FerMichigan....1.603, 803.41 Wisconsin
CHAPTER
guson
out—
to
camp.
But
Dandy
2.431,208.47
spectacle at first sight, suggesting fear- out afterward thet he’d played it down
Minnesota . 274,975.25Wyoming...
15.207.27
____
_____
___
___
On
the provions
day ____
Dr. Fordyce
had been Mississippi.. 66.624.08
ful suffering in the past, and my cu- in thet shaft as mean as one man can Ferguson lived through it, though
BY BAYABD TAYLOB.

PAYING THE PENALTY.
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guson.”

*on?”
“

Why

do you

call

j

him Dandy Fergu-

and yelled

till they

_
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.

j

:

was hoarse, watchin’

glimmer growin’ brighter’nbright| er ev’ry minute, an’ knowin’ thet the
thet

™

|

.

.

weeks he lay between life on death, an’ summoned to the house of his next door neighfur months he didn t stir out of a dark bor, Mrs.1 Remington. On his arrival there ho
room. But there wasn’t no lack o’ help found Mrs. Remingtonand her daughter Flora
an’ prayers an’ faithful nurses to bring in the agonies of gnef. On a bed waa stretched
him round. No, sir ; there wasn’t a man, the unconscious form of Clymor, the son of
woman, or child within 100 miles o’ the Mrs. Remington,desperately wounded by a
Chaparral mine thet wouldn’t a crawled pistol ball in the right sale
on their hands an’ knees to watch one
“How did it occur?"
hour at his bedside,an’ thought it one
A moan from toe motner was ner only response.
“ Oil. doctor,is Ue aowl!" wuispered Flora
o’ the biggest kind o’ honors — you ken
" Not quite, mj deai . not quite Ilia Heart beats. I
bet your life on thet. Yes, sir;* Dandy d>inr"
Ferguson is u king in this yer country
-lie's better'n four kings most o’ the
tlT
time, cause any man that knows him ii" "•'•frredtnetwo iadiw» snivel, bsw from a t>iow.
d lay down four bullets any day if he
held them against Ferguson; it 'd be
„„

him was thoroughly play it on another in sich a time.
h m
? '
“You see, there was five of ’em in the
“Who is that man?” I asked, accost- lower drift, and, when the bumin’ timing a tall, blue-shirtedminer, who was bers of the upper works began to drop
standing in front of the postoffice.
down, they all made a rush for the main
“Don’t you know him? ” answered the shaft. The cage was on, and they
man; “why, that’s Dandy Ferguson. I couldn'tget out till a rope came down.
thought everybodyknowed Dandy Fer- They could see a flicker of light above,
riosity in regard to

aroused.

____

Missouri....5.009.310.14

Total

...

$11)4.000.781.57

There was

also received in cash deposited for purchase of adhesive stamps

$5,936,843.01. Illinois leads the list of
tax-paying States by four millionsand
three-quarters over New York, which
stands next on the roll. Between New
York and Ohio there is only a difference of some $154,000.New York, New
Jersey, Ohio and Illinois together return nearly half of the entire internal
revenue.

“ Because — well, because he used to ; shaftin’ timber’d blaze mighty soon an’
The sixteen Southern States pay tobe a dandy — a regular out-au’-out sport, cut off all hope of their ever gittin’out.
gether
twenty-sixand one-thirdmiliions,
When Dandy Ferguson first came
“It was a terrible thought, an’ you
or,
say,
about one-fourth of the revenue,
this camp he was a gilt-edged gentle- can’t blame Bill Slocum fur grabbin’
which corresponds nearly with their
man, an’ no mistake. He wore a plug, ; the rope as soon as it dropped down to
vonng master, air Wtiaisn.ili1 an! 1 told ’em lie relative population in the expected agan’ flashed a spark in his biled shirt- ; ’em. Harry Miller jumped ’longside of like takin’ an advantage, ye see, to hold wasn’ttn to oo laid nauaa on "
gregate of the next census. The six
’em
out
on
him.
He
can
hev
anything
” Ask tn«in to step up sturs witn aa iittie coiseaspw
front as big as a peanut. He put on j him, yeHin’
slbln. I will ape tk Unliem."
Now England States aggregate $3,594,or
do
anything
he
likes.
Wed
send
Presentlytwo wioe-«w*iteofficialscame up. witn an
more dog ’n a mine superintendent,
“‘Let go, d— n ye, let go! They
ezpreesioii on ttieii laces wnicu said, as plainly aswords.
682.39, or about one-halfof the revenue
him
to
Congress
ef
he’d
go,
but
he
most of the boys was down on him from can’t lift two of us.’
No tricks now! Wecan'ttieliuiuUiigaed
by llialgaiiie,
We’re going to Oo our duty, it you aie rtcli people which Kentucky and Virginia respect
the start. Thet was about three years “‘Let go yotfreelf!’ shouts Slocum, won’t. We’ve got him here, though, an’ bore.’
i ively pay, or a
little more than oneI guess he’ll never leave; I wish I was
' Wnat do you want, my men !"
ago, an’ he come up here from the hay ! turnin’ round on him like a tiger,
Wb Me mire arrest Clyiuer Keminaton." answered t fourth that of New Y'ork.
one
o’
them
poetry
writers;
I’d
write
to get a whiff o’ fresh air an’ make
“ 4 My motlier’s waitin’ up there,’ yelled
M for itie kllliOK ot
the nulliest poems about Dandy Fercru- i ca<ietK<iou»rdi*ivivo/'
ture an’ the pines give him back what Slocum, pointin’ np the shaft,
Richards Sentenced to Death.
youiiK He
toe aurKeon. mucU
' " Is
1* ynaujc
lie Vivo
Vlvt,dead f" asked
i
shock’ d.
he’d lost spreein’ ’round with
4 My
wife’s waitin’ fur me,’ howls son you over read, you hear me?
" An h doornail."
The special term of court for the trial
“Yes, he’s married. Got married after
sharps an’ young bloods o’
Miller.
W*ll. the uikii you are after la not much better off.
of S. D. Richards, the Kearney county
In all h •mm iiroiiammyu« will not live tn« ninui out,
he
came
out.
No, he don’t look like lie was more’n
4 An’ with that he knocks Slocum
tie la shot In the riKhtluna. It la Impossllilb loi ymi to
“Talk about weddin’s! That was a move mm. biep in and take a look at liiiu you will see murderer, occupied only one day. Three
half human, that’fl a fact; but I’d rather down in the drift, an’ goes up the rope
tor yourrelvesthe conditiontne boy h> m."
indictments were found by the Grand
Lave them scare o’ his than wear the baud over hand before the others could weddin’ ; ev’rybody got an invite, and
Tue othueis came in on tiu toes, an I saw at a glance
Jury. The first charged Richards with
that a tew minuUm would close ms monel career.
clothes of the
richest man in Califomy
--------------v , stop him— thev’d’vekilled him on the ev’rybodypiled in to see the gamest
the murder of Peter Anderson on the
man
in
the
State
tied
to
the
gamest
—that is, ef I’d gone through what he , spot ef he hadn’t climbed the rope as
When Liz found that her lover's body had disappeared, 9th day of last December. The second
woman
on
God’s
footstool.
Who
was
Las and suffered what he did. Proud he did. Sarved him right! Kerrect,
and beard of tbe duel, sne had an instinctiveidea nl
was for the murder of Mrs. Harleson
of ’em ! Mister, thar ain’t a man in this mister, they’d a sarved him mighty well, she? W hy, Maggie Hildreth, of course. what Dr. Fordyce'sobject bad been in buying her busand
three children on the 2d day of Noyer county— no, sir, nor in this yer | an’ no mistake, but he beat thet game. Who else ’ed it be, I'd like to know? hand's body. Gambler and rogue aa ne nad been, sne
vember,
and the third for the murder of
loved him. and. with brains anarpened wlto destitution,
State— as is prouder’n Dandy Ferguson : He’d just strength enough to tie the What became of Harry Miller? Well, she resolvedto make her market out of the secret.
an unknown man near the Platte river
/if tl'llllf
_____ I
__
_
1
that’s
purty
good.
Miller,
ye
see,
came
of what other men might grieve over slack round his waist, w’en he gave way
" I will make these proud cresiuieain enas know that
j in the spring of 1878. He was arraigned
an’ sigh about, an’ no man’s got a better all at once an’ hung to the end of the out all right, and you bet he didn’t rest I am a match for tbera!"
i for the murder of Peter Anderson, and
She smiled haggardly to herself 6o think that George
right to be proud, either. When he rope like dead weight, an’ Dandy Fer- till he’d begged Bill Slocum’s pardin
pleaded not guilty of murder in the first
would be spared Hie Uurrorsol roller's Meld— lust be
first came to Quartz Mountain he used guson a haulin’ him out of the fiery for leavin’ him in the shaft as he did
would be dreere.l lu tnoadcloitiano tunutiimnd under
degree. The prisoner’s statement untuberoses
and
cepe
jasmines
in
ms
bnu
rosewood
coffin
but Bill wouldn’t hev it; said that Milto parade the streets .with his nos»> jaws o’ death.
witti wi*
the •mia
solid silver bandies,
liandles. u
It almost deadenedthe
the
__
i i
.
.... I w,lu
(U*r
WHS
RM folmU’H
(hi 11u>
der OULh
oath
was, as
follows:
“On
the <Mh
9th
lerd
balanced
accounts
by
savin’
the
'
‘luUpalnatbei
.,eariuliutowb.leu>in.naol
tneap.on.
“
I(JU(,V'8’
Ull Ilie Jtn
cocked up so; he’d hydraulic himself
“Down went the rope again, and Slolife o’ Fenrason.
man that
“ ^7 of December I had a quarrel with
with pat chouly an’ smell-water till you | cum was tidd on on’ hauled up, Fer- life o’ Ferguson, the man' that saved sumptuousbuarw lor miles and miles, and folloMred t>y
Peter Anderson in his house. He told
halt Him (ireuilladies aim K^nilemen nl Kittliarenue In
him.
Bub
thet’s
played.
couldn’t get within a mile of liim. He guson workin’ the win’lass like a giant,
their Kllltortna cairnttfes,driven uy leUows in cape* and
me that I lied. I knocked him down.
“ You want to know what become of butt iii'Innumeiaiile.
was a delicate-looking cuss, an’ his j The cords stood out on his neck like
A* lor herself, sue wonld take a cheap ride to GreenHe got up, and I knocked him down
hands were as soft as a barber’s. The j hlacksnake whips, an’ the sweat poured him. Well— aay, look here, mister, I wood b* caie, hud out the laiuity pirn ol tue Keminxtona,
again. I then asked him if he would
and be on hand to nee tier love.-pal lu tue giouud, with
don’t
like
to
own
it,
but
I’m
the
cuss—
boys used to bet that if big Bridget oft him like a sluice stream. Two
the Buaop umi.e.Ito lead tire pia>eis.
give it up. He said he would not, and
Sulbyan— our washerwoman— was to Cornishmen stood by him tryin’ to I’m Harry Miller. "Interdooce ye to
I told him that if he did not take back
take -t into jher head to jump him, she’d I make him let them, roll up the rope Dandy Ferguson ? Of course I will, an’
CHART kb III.
what he had said one of us must die
knoca the spots out o’ him in denied 1 while he rested, but h$ cussed ’em and ye’ll never get an interduofcionto a
A beautiful child of II year* waa Bitting In a sum- right there. He turned toward a part
short order. That was our opinion of told ’em- to dry up; he said lie was at gamer man or one it’s more honorable mer nonse In tbe midst of a most blooming garden overof the room where an ax was standing,
lookingme broad, blue Hudson, as It wound 0/ tue Palhim when lie played his small cards in j the wheel, an’ he’d stay there ef ho died to know.
and
I seized a hammer which lay upon
isades.
“An’, mister, if ye ever tell about
this yer camp— but he showed down both 1 fur it. W’en Slocum came up, the fire
The douse to which the garden belonged waa called the window-sill and struck him two or
bowers and the ace before he quit the was all aroind an’ over the win’lass, an’ the Chaparralshaft, an’ how Dandy tne Had. and was toe home of Madame De Vivo, a
three blows upon the head. He fell
game, you bet your life. D’ye see that two Cornishmen grabbed Bill an’ car- Ferguson stood by thet win’lass in the widow ot Frenob doacunt.
and never got up again. I carried his
red-hot
h’istiu’
works,
jest
throw
in
it
Tue lady had married Cupt. He Vivo after reaching
quartz mill over thar on the side-hill? ried him out— they couldn’t stan’ the
body down cellar.” The evidence on
That s the Chaparral mine, yo know, an’ heat. Ferguson sent down the rope somewhere thet he’s better'n four kings tnia country. Botn were wealthy,and bad purchased
and improved an elegantplace on WashingtonHeights. the part of the State was almost the
it’s thar that Dandy Ferguson showed agin, an’ up come Sam Hildreth, with in this camp— it’ll top off the story fust
Tde
Captain
bad died after tttteen years of tranquillity
....
.......
kUMujuui.b/same as the accounts already published.
rate, an’, besides, you bet, it’s no more’n
«s what Bind'
\ A /' ,'i /»
jist strength enough to make for the
paeiertIn his American home, leavlnctwo children,a - The attorney for tllO defen*80 asked for
the
solid
truth.”
“ One flight,' about a m6nth after Fer- door. The roof over the biler and the
toy of 14 and a tfri 0f
i a verdict of manslaughter. After being
True to her race, which had always been militaryIn
guson got here, somebody out there pitch on the door-posts.was chokin’.
the inslinutsand ambitions of its male scions,the out two hours the jury returned a verA
Senator Caught Napping.
veljad ‘Fire!* on’. the camp turned out. Jist as the rope went down for the
wid mv had placed her son at Wevt Point, grateful to
jocular Senator from the West Kimn
mai ne
know that
he waa wuam
Within n
a lew
few nours
hours' iravei
travel 01 uia
his uninu
home (lift lUUrdCF 111 tllC first (iegrCG, ail(l
The h’isrin’ works was in a light blaze, fourth time, an’ we lotin’ round on the
wlille ne era " '
Frencnmnn**tiulnK^rth9Care'*rGloved of aii true ^ the prisoner was immediately sentenced
tells a very good story about another Frenchmen.
4in’ the flames shootin’ high up in the outside watchin’ every minute to see
Kdouard !)• Vlro grew np toward manhood with all the by Judge Gaslin to be hanged on the
dark. We ail rushed to the spot like a him drop, an’ not a man with gumption Senator from a Southern State. The fault* and rirtusa of a true cadet He wae proud, fiery,
latter began life as a brakeman on a jaln, handsome, honorableand bme. Alas! poor boy! 26th day of April. This is just the 101
pack o’ mad animals— ton know how a enough to think of what was wanted, a
What matters it to ns what ha might hare been, since days allowed by law. The prisoner prefire stirs men up anr excites ’em. Of woman rushes into the fiery furnace an’ railroad, and, by industry and foresight, he was doomed to so early a death f
Ut ns go back to that bright, sweet afternoon In late served his indifferencethroughout, and
has accumulateda fortune and high pocourse, nobody knew what to do, an’, slings a wet blanket over the bravest,
May, when Dulce De Vivo, a lovely litUe girl of 11, satin
litical honors. Senator Thurman, while her bower, qmte lost in the faaclnaUona of a rolome of was apparently the happiest man in the
for a minute, we all stood lookin’ at the best man in the Bfate o’ Califomy.
"Arabian I^lghta."
house. There is now danger of his bespeaking, usuallv holds his eye-glasses theHer
brother'sparticularfriend,Olymer Remington,
fire creepin’ along the eaves, an’ the
Thet’s the ticket,’ shouted Ferguin one hand and a huge red handker- had bought her this bewitching book. If there waa a ing lynched— A'earnei/ (Neb.) Cor.
'bumin’ shingles droppin’ down the son. 4 You’re a trjimp, whoever you are,
person in the world whom she adored, it waa Mr. Rem.
chief in the other. He blows a sound- ington. Dulce had as ardent and affectionatea little Chicago Times.
shaft. Purty soon some one says: an’ I wojk’t forget ye, live or die.’
heart as ever beat in a child's bosom. She loved her
‘‘What!’ kinder sharp an’ fierce-like. “An’ ho dion’t' -It wps Sam Hil- ing blast on his nasal organ in the midst mother, her old grandmother, her brother; but the feel- Why Ben Butler Supported Jeff Darls.
of speech quite as naturallyos Senator ing she had for Kdqaard'e friend waa a kind of worahlpping admiration. •
.(
dreth’s sister MaggHP',’%n,*when
she came
The Minneapolis Tribune says the
Dawes looks up at the galleries, every
smqke and flame with her. time he addresses the Vice President. Whilp ahe wae musing on Clymer's perfections, the following letter was written to a gentledead body of her beloved brother was brought home.
away from the mouth o’ the shaft yellin’ dn&l in a blifcfc
Out Uhurp o
man of that city:
It was an all-night session. The. Silver He had been aiafn In a dnel with Olymer Remlnyton.
frantic: Water 1 Water! For the the men
, Boston, Mass., Jan. 5, 1879.
bill was under disenssion. The SouthCHAtTER
!
love o’ God turn on the water — the
Dear 8m— I do not know aa I ought to write
“ 4 Keep that blanket wet. Ther’s
ern
Senator
referred
tb
was
quietly
The mock funeralwas dvffr,and tbe gambler epd thb you to decide a hot, because you ought not to
night shift's in the lower drift.’
water jn the
^U/ marry, thq fust
“There waa an awful agony in that man that throws a bucl et o’ Water over sleeping on a sofa in the cloak-room. scapegrace George wak burled in the mite of the Ren}- bet. But, to set you right in a matter of history
Mr. Thurman was spaaking. He blew ingtona, when Liz. the gembler'e wile, made her appear in which yon seem to be interested, allow mo to
man’s voic*; he ;ha4 jiot remembered
anoe at the stately mansion of .the Remingtons. Here' say that in the Democratic Conventionat Charleshis nose with such vigor that the report
that bis brother was down there, and »D“h^&80D-I’lfcm^ Wm ^
she telh/Eiorawhat ahe has discovered,and demands ton 8. C,, in, tho year I860, I voted flftycould almost have been heard in the hush money,,\ 'J 1)f 1. „ „
sevon times, as I remember it. for Jefferson
that the fire under the biler of the en“Them’s her identical words, mister.
"Yon didn't hurt my husband;he wae dead afore. Davis, of Misewsippi, afterward President of
gine was banked. UiQt the cage, waq too The mCMWn’t need no further, orders, Secretary’soffice. sleeping Senatho Confederate Htntes, as candidate for tho
heavy to work by hand, ah’ the Where ’cause, yon See, Maggie Hildreth was the tor was awakened by the noise, and, You gave him a splendid fnneral. ' But your secret Is Democraticparty, for President Ho was not
leaping to his feet, grasped a chair by worth it mint o' money. I'm poor— etarvlng! I mean before tho convention as a candidate,for my
in t^iu shaft Ditch pine an’, dry as a
han’somest girl in the country, an’ the
the side of tte sofa and twisted it to live in comfort alter thla. I mean you shall pay my vote and that ot one of my colleagueswere this
best, ah* bed ev’ry young buck fur miles
way."
only ones that ho had. I believed him to bo a
around until the author of the story
Flore stretched oot her irtilte hand, where' n Urge
aroun’ close at her heels all tbe time,
man of tho South, and subsequent
dlffmpnd sparkled,and throat her puree In her vialtor'e representative
grasped
him
by
the
arm
and
brought
how fast a man thinas in times of dan- handicappin’ each other fur smiles. But
clutch.
events have shown that I was right. And I be"There are |Soo there— ell the money I had in the lieved then, and believe now, that if he could
ger. Jim Slocum thought of hio her brother Sam saved her from them him to a realizing sense of his wherea- house
to-day." . '
bouts.
It is now an unhealthy matter
" All right. You bare Iota more In the bank. I want have been nominated for President, and elected,
brother, the dry timbers, the engine, the galoot*- •*ve(fr her tfur a better man* by'
the war would have been saved, and the atfor any one to call “ down brakes ” to a settlementtn writing, vou see. 8n much a year. "
cage, an’ water all in a second, but thet wettin’ the blanketTiimself.
T I.Vtt! do“ W8,I by yea m 1 can."
tempted disunion prevented,for ho would have
the
victim
of
the
joke.—
IFashtngfon
I'd ilko that ring on your finger, that ahlneeso. mlae.
was all. He didn’t hev time to think of
“About this time the heat was terrible ;
chosen to bo President of thirty-two States,
It’s a beauty! May 1 have it f"
letter to Boston
»
That Jewel had been In the Rettrtnrtonfamily a good rather than fifteen,and my experiencehas been
the fact thet there wasn’t a bor^pf water one man in the drift, an’ another half
many years, but Flora Immediatelytook It off and that the North always got more consideration
witliin a mile of the mine.
way up, crawlin’slowly to the ragin’
The oldest newspaper in the United iiMsed It over to Liz, whose black eyee glUtend greed- on questionsof human libertyfrom a Southern
“Somebody rushed up to the tank— furnace on topr crawlin’ fast enough in States is the Annapolis (Md.) Gazette.
Kill I come to have tbe writingdrawn np*an* statesman as President before the war than it
ther was about a fcnbful there. The fire ordinary circumstances,but hardly fast
did from a Northerndoughface, and that re" In a week."
first number was issued in January,
" Very well Ybu can bare Dr. Fordyce to fix it fer mains true down to tho presenttime.
was playin’ round the biler, on’ the en- enough with death racin’ down on his
you. 1 won't bring no witneea; but you must give me a
Bhnj. F. Butleb.
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“That? Bob,

the South.

that’s nothing

THE WHITE HTMIAIT
SPRING
WHEAT YOUNG

1 Why,

where I worked last year I handled one
cent interview with the President, print- man’s copy that was so blazin’ bad you
ed in the Philadelphia Frew. The in- couldn’t have read it if it was printed
Puck.
terviewer was George Alfred Townsend
“ Mr. President, do you meditate
Gladstone’s Ax.
making another journey into the South
The
ax
given
to Mr. Gladstone on his
during your administration,or during
any portion of the pending winter and 69th birthday is an exact copy of the
American ax he uses iu his woodcraft.
spring?”
The head is of solid sterling silver
M I have no thought of it,” said the
weighing
eighty ounc^, and bears the
President.“Why should I? You know
that I did make a rather extensive followinginscription: “Preseifted to
journey soon after my inauguration.I the Rt, Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M. P.,
went from Cincinnati and Louisville to by a few admiring friends.”The handle
Georgia, and made another visit to is of ebony. The ax is inclosed in a
case of polished oak, lined with velvet.
Richmond.”

The followingis an

extract from a re-

Has been recommended in

:

“ From some things that I have recently heard, Mr. President,it occurred
to me that if you were to go to Georgia
and other Southern States it might be
the means of awakening a feeling that,
I am told, is symptomaticof insubordination in the Democraticranks.”
“ I rather entertain the view,” said
the President,“ that the best thing to
do with the South is to let it alone. I
don’t think the course of an improved
feeling is to be assisted by too much interference. They have had enough foreign prodding. I am entirely aware
that discord prevails in the ranks of the
Democraticparty there, as it very naturally might do. While I will not venture to predict how long it will take for
a respectabledivision to occur in the
South, I am very sure it must come
about. They may not divide during my
administration,but the South has thinking, independentpeople, like any other
section. I hear, as you do, that they
are not wholly satisfied with their condition, nor contented with their apart
and segregated relation with their fel-
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abovS are samples of hundreds of letters received from all parts of the country
from our customera of last rear. We send a
•ample of the Russian and Eldorado Wheat,
with circularscontaining prices, Ac., to all
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HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
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H10I1K8T HONORS AT ALL
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS

viz.: At Paris, 1867: Viknna, 1873; Santiago,1871
Torpor or inactivity of the kidneysis serious- Philadelphia.1870; Paris. Ikth; and Grand Swedish
Gold Mkdal, 1878. Only American Organs over award
ly dangerousto those organs,since it is the
highest honors at any such. Sold for cash or Instailprecedentof diseases which destroy their sub- •d
men tx Illustrated Catalogues and Olrcnlars, with
stance and endanger life. This sluggishness row styles and price*, sent free- MAHON ft HAMLIN
may be overcome by stimulating thorn, not ex- ORGAN 00.. BOSTON. NEW YORK, or GHIOAGO
cessively, but moderately,an effect produced
There Is no cure for Bright’sDls
ease of the Kidneys, or Bladder
b/Uostetter’sStomach Bitters, a generalinvignnd UrinaryComplaints. Tbev are
orant and alterative,poBeessing diuretic proper-

in error. II UNT’H K KM ED Y
of no common order. The impetus which
cures these diseased.General Do*
bllity,Diabetes, Pains In the Back,
this admirable medicine gives to their evacuJiotns or Side, Dropsy,(travel. Disative functioncounteractsany tendency to confipstion, and all Disensns ot the
gestion which may' exist in their tissues. Both
Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary (>•
low-citizens.”
guild are cured by
they and their associate organ, the bladder,are
I then showed the Presidenta letter invigorated as well as gently stimulated by the
IIUVr’N REMEDY.
from a distinguishedperson in the State Bitters, which exerts a kindred influenceupon Family Physicians prescribeIII'XT’N REMEDY.
of South Carolina to a gentlemanof the stomach, liver and bowels,and, by strength- Send for pamphlet to Wm. K. Olaiike. Providence,It. L
ening the system, enables it to withstand maprominence in an adjoining State, using larial epidemics, to which when exposed it
the following language about the last might otherwisesnccumb. <
State election :
rRupnll('s for Lodges, Chnptcir,
TnnoLonicALstudents reason that if there bo
“ Nothing in elections c<tti ever here_in<: ( omni:m<l<Tirs,inaiiUf:ulcounterfeit money, there must be genuine; so,
TITed by .If. t\ Utley ,r fVi., f uluinafter unite more cheating’rascality and if there be infidels,there must also bo Christ O. fiend for Price Lifts.
folly than our managing men have ac- tians. If this be trne of money and religion,
..(nights TemplarUniforms a Specialty.
will
not
tho
same
rule
apply
to
“put
up
r’
medicomplished in our late election. They
Military.Society, and Firemen’s Goodi.
cines? Do not tho cheap and worthless nos-
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before the whole
trums trove that
it there are
ar genuine and mericountry, and loaded the party with the torious * put up " medicines? Tho great popuburden of their infamy ; and the folly larity of Jr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
of it all is that there was not the least has resulted in the manufacture of many nhoddy
alterative and tonic remedies, but one after
occasion for it. The State Executive another these have disappeared,tho proprietors
and Legislature were sure without it. having found that, no matter how loud tnov adI have seen no statements of the frauds vertise, successdepends npou merit In South

the

Carpenter family, and to those of their
allies who intermarried with them, there
are about nine estates bequeathed and
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Sag Mask IL

THE 0RIBINAL& ONLY GENUINE
“ Vibrator” Throshenv

‘

M. S. PINAFOBE.

H.

WITH IMPROVED

Comic Opera bj Arthur SnUlTan.

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,
And Steam Thresher Engines,
Made

only by
wonts, mualo and

NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO..
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

m

BONDAGE. By CHADWICK. tl.OO.
BEIXIIAZZAK. By Buttxefikld. 91.00.
ESTHER. ByBRADHUBY. 60 CenU.

JCMIKPH’*

Three Oantataa which are msgnlfleentwhen given with
and scenery. Ths last one is eaay.
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Hatchleaa Clralnsftnvlnv, Time.

Having, *n<l Mem-y-davtiig TMtslirrs of this ilsy sue
{gsonrsUoD.Bsyond all Rivstry lor Rapid Work, PtrNet Cleaning, and for Having Grain from Wastage.

OH AIN Ralaera will not Bnbmlt to the
1 enormons wss'.axsof Grain k ins Interiorwm k otm. i.y
^

the other Bscblups,

OLIVER DITSOIf k CO., Boston.
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ratlona.Perfecllyatlaptedto all Kinds and (Vindltlsu*o*
Grain, Wet or Dry, Long or Hhoit, Utaded or Bound.
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Wheat,

Gala, Bailey, Rye, and Ilka Grsini, t.ut the o*i.r huc•cm'oI Th— sber in Flax, Timothy, Millet,Clover, and
Ilka Heeds. Reqnlrre no “ attachments"
or H -•building"
to change from Grain to Heeds.
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OP ANIMALS.
Seratches,
Wore* and Galls,

Born* and Scald*,
SUaifi and Bite*,
Cate and Bruise
Sprain* A Stltchoa, •crew Worm, Grab,
RAN H EuMdClB Haseloa, Foot Rot. Hoof All,

It will displace or waih out tuberculous matter, and thus cure God
ate.,
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ALWAYS CURABLE

POUR Slree Of HnparatornMade, rang.
f In* Irom M* Twelve Hois*
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aumpUoD.

U * laughable Operetta by
same author. 60 ete.

Cat Diamond" (91>-MGtMrdlan Angrl" (Mela.)
— "Lcaaon In ChaHty" (60ete.)-MMaad Irrlag^
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Debility,Drain Rxlmiutlon, Chronic Contlpntlon. Chronic Diarrhea, Dyapeptlu,
or Iom of NEKVOUM POWEK,

ViaaaToa"Threabar VoUHa an lucomparaUa.

By IncreasingNervous and Muscular Vigor, it will cure Dyspepsia,
feeble or Interrupted action of tbe
Heart and Palpitation, Weaknessof

It anna Asthma, Low of Voice.
Neuralgia,Bt Vitos' Dance. Epileptic Fltg, Whooping Oou|h, NervousHess, and Is a most wonderful adjunct
other ramadiaa in sustaining
Ufa during the process of
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It containsG7 2 fine historical engravingssnd 1 200
largo double-column pages,and Is the most cnmpl«t*
Historyof the Wond ever published. It sells at sight

Mattbew Hale Smith's new boot
1,000 Prominent persons- men and women
analyzed. Uteri Portraits of A. T.

this fact is conclusive : Mason
A Hamlin’s Organs have taken the highest honors at every World' & Exhibition for twelve,
years, and no other American organ has taken
tho highest award at any such.
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fie Great Atricai Tea Cfliaij,

About organs,
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ple’s family paper.
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Aronrica-over 12,000In ore- regularly tncorpon.te^Mfg.
Oo.— Plano* sent on triAl-^-48-pag«GaTaLOOCI!Tnr.R.
Mkndeijihohn Piano Go., 21 K. 16th Street. N.Y.
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faster than any other book in America.
tion and tenns, aihtress Ill’IlllAHII
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wanted everywhere

AINMN builnsMofthadiT.
*1 lo *1 per hour MuNEY MAKINlf
ln •“?
locality. Will wffiNI MMIIIil prove It or fomt
9A0n. liomlt entirelynew. Kamnlssfree i writs at owce.
Box .WO- W1 LBEA A CO.. Baitoa, Maae.

HKP«;t, Pr I.V C'in|nw7Miis«.

UCCES3FUL FOLKS,

A Universal Remedy.— “ Brown’s Bronchial
Troches” for Coughs, Colds and Bronchial
Affections, stand first in public f Ivor and confidence; this result his been acquired by a test
of many years. 25 cents a box.

i

Old Ulcers/

CAPOWIFIEP
Is

Hollow Horn,
Lameness,
•Wlnur, Founders,

Gangrenous tores, WircYt Poll Kvilp
Beurolgla, Gout,
Eruptions,
Frost Bites,
Hip Disease,

the Old ReliableConcentrated Lye

fKlffasM,

saasll external disssssR, «od ev*ry hurt or ssddsBt
rnsurpaasedla all tbs roqulreiuanta of AN AMERICAN
to
FAMILY NEWSPAPER. Hoventy-FlvsCsnUa Year. A large For general ass In family, stable and stock yard ills
,1“d' H-oolUinn paper, wSU-AUed with ranch to suit each of the vanot be deceived by remedlw bearing a similar
WF.WHT A SI) HTHtSOTK.
rying tastes and needs of tbe family circle. It gives all Tax
name ; no other preparationla a substitutefor this under
The market I* Hooded with (so-called) Concentrated xxws, foreign and domestic, complete snd tnutworthycuiany^iroumsUncgs.
Bott|e| g,* f#p 97>S0<
Lye. which is adulteratedwith salt and rosin, and wWi
CZGO MiRKIT (iUOTZTIOHS, rROgoU>CXD kDITQUSU UpOUth*
make eoap.
topics of ths day, Is ixDxrcsDirr is rouncs treating a very
J. N Harris A Go.. Western Agents,’Oinelnaatl, Ohio.
BAVRMOXEV^Afi'D 11VY THK
politicalttnegtlnufairly,without fcar or fafog, presents In
each Issuea rich variety ef eofttlsone*aotes i* ’A|ir,Ltrr.iuruax, scixgat,igDuirniKS,rziuiosi.etc., etc., and every
number contains six complktkd htokiks. It Is the cheapest
large-Mxrdweekly publishedIn the United Etatee, edsttkg
only IS Onto a Year, postage Included.
BY
AddressTHE CHICAGO WKKELY NEWS, It! Fifth Ave..
Salt
Co., Chicago, Ills. All I’osUuaeters receive lubscriBUouafor Wl lll .s VtUl’AliVM A v» .»**•«..11 A AO
please oar you saw toe adtvertl,',»inno'
The ChicagoWeekly News.
‘
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FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
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JTMFULL
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MADE

THE

Manufg
jgjSCTapswes.-a Pennsylvania
' PHILADELPHIA*

We

CHEAP, COOD READING
FOR THE LONG

ftOLjLAB

send nil the following Splendid Book*

will

FREE OF POSTAGE.

The Talisman,
Canoe and Camp Life

Six '™UT The Captain’s Last Love,
in Guiana,

byC. B. Brown. wltB If Engravings.

LAKESIDE LIBRARY.

*end all the following Kplendld Books

Rosine,

&C'

tyMaJ. Whyte. MtlTHI,..

Wo .hilUbud,

1’O^^jlD,

the following

soars for ladies' reading.

McLeod

of Dare, Sjjr1"”

The Laurel Bush, '13?
A Long Time Ago.
The Frozen Deep,
Poor Hiss Ftoeh. M£u' Far From The Madding Crowd,
Annie Warwick, E-Ct
Erema
or My Father’s Sin, K"*The Maid of Florence,
J&OlCy bythesuthorof
The Tail Man, JI!,uXr,,I,y A Ride to Khiva, K.p“n
The Princess Ogeroff,
Bread-and-Cheese-and-Kisses,
To the North Pole,# iB?;*' Middiemarch,
Adventuresof Verdant Green,
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, fr

WINTER EVENINGS, John
THE

will

FREE OF POSTAGE.

The Black Hills,

Vt

FOB ONE DOLLAB FOB ONE DOLLAB
We

HHilif&tZ,

by

Guy Livingstone,

Mlu Mulock.

;

<>,

B. L.

fY*Cat out either list you prefer. Inclose

Farjcon.

By Cuthbert Bede.

I These volames

are handsomely printed

in Clear, Bold Type, on good paper, and are

want to make the dull winter
evenings pleasant.Any 006 of them would
cost In ordinary binding, at the bookstore*,
as much as we charge for either list entire.

just what you

jy The entire three lists of books will
be sent on one order, for $2.75, and the
purchaser may have them mailed to one, two
or three separate addresses as he prefers.

Order
are

at

once, before our present supplies

exhausted. Address

••Kldonle."

11 lihutratlons.

with your order, and the hooks will bo
sent by re tutu mall.

all

LINIMENTS

SaponifieR

'"invalIO^

FOB ONE

IN

Ld™ Jxtku
MEN and WOMEN
for ths grsattittlMMHS

The only authenticand fpyrightettcheap edition. A
BUC.SlINDAY-vChOOL HOMF EXHIBITIONS. full Malory of his wumlerfiil discoveriesin Africa
and nuiri eloiik journeydamn the Conuo. Now selling

Fob upward of 30 years Mra WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
with never-failing
success. It correctsacidity
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
whether arising from teething or othor causes.
An old and well-tried remedy. 25 cts. & bottle.

First intelligent compositor—“Pretty
tough ‘ take ’ this— eh ? Most as bad as
Ci

‘.'Pli

“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York, Boston and Chicago.

is that

L

Mae*.

ill) fa (11)1)1) Invested In Wall Kt.Stockau.ak-r
(T)1U lU tpiUuU fortunes every month. llm>a a«i«

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

1

It mailed free.
Irxlngten Ave., New Yovk.

PA8RLU8.S™

KIDDER'S

t

ROUSH

CHEW

unclaimed in the English Court of
Chancery. The largest of these estates

Horace Greelev’s.” Second

MAGICWWerns

lowed to pass, all pensionclaims heretofore admitted will
purifier, carbolic acid. Its emollient ingredients be reopened,thousands of meritoriousolalmniniwill he
modify its pungent acid basis, bo that it never drooped from the rolls, and groat Injustice done. For full
cauterizes, stings or scarifiestbe diseasedpart. particulars, send for copy oj THE National TitinUNE,
uu H-puge paper, issued monthly, and d«voted to the InSores and eruptionsof all kinds are cured by it. t«r> stu of soldinnand sailors,and their heirs. I'ontsiui
All druggistssell it.
all NEW BOUNTY and pension LAWS. Hnould be in the
hnnds of every soldier. Terms. 50 cents per year.
Spools!Inducement* to clubs Specimen copy free.
Addreea,at once, GEORGE K LEMON * OOThe Celebrated
Washington,Jj. O.

$200,000,000 at Stake,

of William Carpenter, who died
in the year 1700, at an advanced age.
It is now estimated that this property is
worth £40,000,000,or, in United States
currency, $200,000,000.
Several efforts have been made to recover this immense fortune, but in every case the Chancellor has decided
against the claimants.In these contests it was very clearly shown, however, that the heirs to the colossalestate were to be found only in America.
The Carpenters of Rhode Island and
Massachusettshave been denied the
right to the property,and now the same
family on Long island is searching for
papers and seeking for information,with
a view of commencing litigation.
They have already secured records
which lead back to the year 1593, and
claim to establish a direct line from
William Carpenter,the testator, to
Ephraim and Timothy Carpenter, who
settled on Long island in 1678. It is
the heirs of these men that now seek to
recover the fortune.
There is a very important relic in this
suit that has been sought for in vain.
This is the family Bible of Timothy
Carpenter. It is twenty inches broad,
thirty inches long, and five, eight to
ten inches thick. It was provided with
two clasps at each end, and three at the
opening, and was bound in leather and
brass. This relic is filled with family
records that are of great value in the
prosecution of the claim. When it was
last heard of it was in the possession of
Ralph Derring, who is supposed to be a
resident of Western New York, and a
person interested in the suit. The
country is being scoured for the book,
and rewards are offered for information
touching its whereabouts.— Philadelphia Record.

tesq Proof of

POOTB. 120

vor Ken in, of t'»lU>i,«iivliiRl.itiitti-,Mrt,s.
lines*, Itirruhlllt y <V 4 lieii|»nes*, Knrqiinte j.

America, as well as in this country,the Discovery is the standard remedy for all scrofulous
All the Time.
The very heat goods
and eruptive diseases. It acts promptly ou the
directfrom tlis Inistotoach, liver and blood, toning up, regulating,
porters at Hull the
and purifying tho system. It speedilyallays all usual cost. Best plan ever offered to Club Agent* and
bronchial irritation,and cures the most stub- Urge^ buyers. ALL EXPRESS CHARGES RAID.
born cough or cold in half tho time required by
any other remedy.

simply frightful.”
The President responded :
“ I look to time os the great medicine
for the South. I am of the absolute
belief that the American people, in every section, are to become thoroughly
homogeneous— equally protected every- Everybody knows that so long as there is
proud flesh in a sore or wound it will not heal
where in all their rights, and with equal The obstacle is speedily removed and the flesh
habits and enlightenment.”
reunited by Henry’s Carbolic Salve, the
finest embodimentin existence of that supreme

To the American members of

,n ,h* wor,d: onB rempls
Addreai Jay Bronson.Itetrolt.Mleh
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They wore
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Mon and women

A Dangeron*Torpor.
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Hotel,

the winter season, as now. This is an evidence of an improvementin business generally, and the result of reduced prices.

(tlOCA
-nalllll

1 1 A?
CURED FREE!

%e

A DA1Y to Agenu oanvaaatngfor tUe g ireaide Vial ter. Tenna and Otit6t Free. Addrsaa
P. O. VIGKKRY, Auguata, Maine

$7

three

Thousands canid. lowest Prices.D > not
fail to write. Dr. F.F.. Marsh,Quincy .MicIl

„

of

exchange tolls “How
men Suddenly Disappear from Our
Streets.” We haven’t read the article,
but we suppose they suddenly dart up
an alley in order to enter the saloon
from the rear. We have seen scores of
men suddenly disappear from the
streets in the same manner. — Norristown Herald.

Dr. Craig’s Kidney Cure.
new

The groat Hpeclfio for all Kidney Diseases. Has
failed In any disease of tbe Kidneys In the past

_

A New York

New

as the beat and most producUve variety ever
.Introduced.The followingpartiea have writ,
ten ns that their Russian Wheat woduetd
' Met at much ptr aert as other varieties,on
/the same land and culture: Thomas 8. Kter.
' ling, Traer, Tama Co.. Is. ; O. Tomlin, KvanaI vUle, Wls. ; O. W.
Halstead, Potter, Yates

S3300^A^,Ti^«,^iC

We will pay Agent* a Salaryof $ 100 per month and
McCauley ville, Minn., and hundreds of otb* expenses, or allow n large commission, to sell our new
and wonderful Inventions.M's m.u* tchat trt tau
ers we cannot publish here.
Address
Taylokville, III, Get. 7. 1878.-W.K. Sample free.
HIIKRMAN
CO., Marshall,Mich.
Stitt— Ueor filr: I purchased one bushelof
/your White RnMisn Wheat, which I sowed on
rone sore of land, and harvested 10 huahela.
• My fall wheat produced but 14 bushels per
acre, and was on lietter land than the RusI 1
nd unexcelled remedy for
sian. I will do all that is honorable In the
| I
Epilepsy or Falling Slrknen*
way of recommendingIt Youre respectfully. Jab. Monaow.
Oban P. O., Ontario, Canada. Oct 18,1878.
i J
J I |l
“ A tree
tr.re tM»tllo”of
Imf I In ** nt mj
“A
—Deaf fhr: l purchased of you last spring
renowned Specllio rnd a
'two bushelsof the Russian Wheat, which 1
valuable Treatise sent to
sowed on one acre for trial. Thereeultwas
any sufferer sending mn his
a yield
bushels, which is ahead of any
l*i n
office and Expressad
other wheat here, either frll or apring. I
dress.
am well satisfied witn tbe Russian,snd can
Dr.
H
G
ROOT.
1MII
Heart
Street-New Vork.
indeed highly recommend It Youn truly,

Where the Missing Men Go To.

The Windsor

of the

^br2000 FARMERS

V
|

all parts

•no
MENfCMo’Tsioo

month. EverygrsdastegusrinteedAp.fliig *>•'n.
sUon. Address R. Valentine,Manager, Jagesvlle.'Wk. Mlffh FA Y— With HtenoU OutnU.' vx.a, oo*.. •

Yletor

Hugo.

89 Engravings.

Princess

of Thule,

Km*“

DONNELLEY, CASSETTE & LOYD,
PUBLISH ERH,'
COR.

CLARK AND ADAMS STS.f
CHICAGO, ILL.

'/

imw gotomn,
Gathering and Seeping
••RarM
lilt

(
DOORS. SASH,

Fruit.

of advice in 7/i« Chioigo

Tribune.

gathered Winter-apples keep the

we advise that

it

Illinois this will

be picked. In

occur by the

Scroll

Sawing of

of

-And

all kind*

Articles.

—

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

the

Apples gathered early do keep best, but

— ALSO
Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brew in <r Co’s celebrated
Laser Beer.

is at the expense of flavor. Our late
ny

Newtown Pippin,
should not be removed from the tree so
long ns they can safely remain without
danger from frost.— We have printed
varieties, especiallythe

paragraphs about keeping
and here
effect,

is

is

River & Tenth

Warehouse &

-y

undoubtedly true:

He keeps

fruit

in this way

all

Prices Low.

on

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

Announcement!

the year

Office

WASHINGTON STREET.

SI>BOXA.Xi

T/ie

BANKING.

has had French crabs two

years old. The Catillucpear has remained

sound twelve months. The fruit must bo

The Chicago Weekly News

sound when stored, and the sand must be
quite dry. The chief advantagesof pack-

AND THE

ing in sand are, the exclusion of air currents, the preservationfrom changes of

ure, which favors decay. Much

will de-

pend on the apartment in which the experiment is

tried, a

BAXKER,
- MCIHIGAN.

HOLLAND, -

Uews

Holland City

temperture,and the absorption of moist-

At$ 2.50 a year

dry or cool one being

for

Does a general Ranking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe, Particuiar attention paid to the collectionsof Hanks and Hankers.
Rvmlttances made on the day of payment. All
business intrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowedou time, deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europs
sold at my office.

new sub-

scriptions.

best.

There is nothing new

in

the subjoined

We

hints from an English orchardist, but they
are

sound and

practical

take pcaaure la announcing that we have

made arranjrementBwith the

p-ibllaher of the
to club that
at the very
per year, a trifle over the reg-

9-ly

ChicagoWttldy Newt which enablea na
paper with the Hollamd Cirr News

:

Clean thoroughly and whitewash the

MONUMENTS
CEMETERY WORK
-Work Warranted and

sts.
1 38

same
London Garden, ns
England. The closing para-

round. He

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Cor.

in sand,

fruit

Grand

another experienceto the

recordedin

occurring in

graph

any atzo or raeatnireon abort notice and at
Kapida pricca.

LUCE,

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

of-

Smokers’ Fancy

A

Qrop.

it

iisr

kinds

done to order.

few days’ neglect of this important duty
cause the premature ripening

Wholesale Dealers

H. E.

of Sep-

tember', further north, a little earlier.

MlaBdlaFkldorlis.

having been made in the conditions
of two certain mortgages,the one bearing
date the eleventh fit) day of January,I8d9, ntudo
CORNER FISH A SEVENTH STREETS.
and executed by William H. Linacreand Susan
Li nacre, hh wife, of Georgotowu,Ottawa County,
(Near the Allegan Depot.)
Michigan, to George W. Deustnoreof same place,
and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan, ou the thirteenth day
ol January,1889, at S o'clock p. m.in Liber R, of
mortgages,on page Kg), wntch said mortgage was
Manufacturerof
duly assigtied by tnc said George W. Dens more on
the 17th day
di of January, 1869, to Renton K. Green,
and which said assignmentwas recorded In the
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County,
Michigan,In Liber No. 14 of mortgageson page
21, on the 31st day of December, 1878, at 10)$
o'clock, a. m., npon which mortgage H ere is
And all kinds of
chimed to he due and unpaid at the date hereof for principaland interestthe sum of five
hundred and twenty-fivedollars and eighteen
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
(25) dxllurs as thereinprovided. The other said
IN STONE.
mortgagebearing date the tenth day of December.
1870. made and executed by William H. Linacre and
I keep constantlyon hand the best kind ot
Susan Linacre. bin wife, of Georgetown, Ottawa stock, and also a nice varieo of designs. Letter
County,Michigan, to Guy 8. Walden, of the town- ing done in the English, Hollandand German lanship of Cascade.Kent County,Michigan, and re- guages, as desired.
corded In the office of the Register of Deeds of Ot-.
tawu County. Michigan, on the 14tb day nf December. 1870. at 8.5$ o'elo 1c p. m., iu Liber V of mortAll
gages, on page 81, which said moit gage was duly
assigned by the said Guy 8. Wa.den on the sixteenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh,
which said assignment was recorded in the office
of ths Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, Mich- Give me a call before you order, and patigan. iu Liber U of mortgages, on pace 4£), on the
ronize your home industry.
24th day of Augusi, 1871. and which said mortgage
Holland. Mich., October 4, 1877.
w.ns afterwards assigned by the said Milton F.

L/

3

all

DEFAULT

I

best.

Central

lust

Mortgage Sale.

RADEKE & SON,

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

learned by experience tlmt ear-

As soon as fruit has attained it full size,

may

'

Manufacturerof

Jr.:'Clmm^gn,IH give.",'*

We have
ly

Werkman,

j;>

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Marsh ou the 12th day of May. 1873. to Benton E.
Green, which said last assignmentwas recorded in
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
County. Michigan. In Liber R of mortgages, on
page 530. on the 14th day of May, 1873. at 8 o’clock,
u. m., upon which last said mortgage there is
claimed to be due and unpaid at the date hereof
for princip.il and interest, the sum of four hundred and fifty-nine dollars and fifteen cents.
1*459.15) and also an attorney fee of $15.00 as pro
Htrvous*tis\ I
\ / Cotiunta/ion,
vlded therein,and no proceedingsat law or in
CoJiircntil,\ \
) / Catarrh, f
f emah Commlj.xtk
equity having been instituted to recover the debts
f
Dyiptpua,.\
secured by said two mortgages, or that of either
ffro/tehitit,
of them, or any part thereof; Now therefor notice
Headache,.
/Lossof Appetite.
is hereby given, that by virtue of the pow r of
\BolUi. files. It \\ j
sale contained in said mortgagesand each of them,
Large simple packagesent free on receipt of 15and of the salute In such case made and provided
the said two mortgageswill be foreclosed nv a sale cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wantel.
at public vendue of the mortgaged premises de- Address J, p. Mountain, ogdeushurg.N. Y.
scribed in said two mortgagesor so much therof na
may he necessaryto satisfy the amount due on
said two mortgages,together with it.terestand
costs including said attorney fees, to- wit: all O-at
!
!
certain piece or parcel of land known a* the northwest quarter ()$Jof the north-east quarter C$) of
section numbered thirty-two(32) town six (6) north
of range thirteen (13) west, lying ami being In the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,at the
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County.
In the citv of Grand Haven. In said County of Ottawa. and State of Michigan, that being the place
for holding the Circuit Court for said county: on
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened iu

Asthma,

W

J

|

HEW

^

FIRM

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

low price of $2.50
a week in your own town. $5 ontfli free.
fruit room in advance of the harvest sea- ular price of the Holland City N awa alone. Thla
la beyond question the first time that a metropolNo risk. Header, if yon want a business Saturday the 12th day of April, 1870,
our tn w store jnst completedat our old stand on
son, and allow the fresh air to purify it. itan weekly has been broutrht within the reach of
at which persons ot cither sex cun make
at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day.
new aubicrlbera at eo araall an additional price.
great pav all the time they work, write for particuBe careful not to house any imperfect
Dated, Grand Haven. January 2. 1879.
Kor this comparatively small amount our readers lars to II. IIallktt& Co., Portland, Maine.
BENTON E. GREEN.
specimens. Pick only when quite dry can p’ace themaelvea in command of the whole oitAttignte of taid Mortgagee.
uatlon. All events of Interest,local, national and
We have just received a large new stock
Lowing & Cross. Attorney» for taid Auignee.
and
not handle carelessly. Never foreign, will be presented complete'vand prompt48-l3w
The
place the fruit more than two layers deep ly by one or the other of these publications.
single feature of full and trustworthyChicago
on the shelves— [we should say one layer market quotations will be worth, to many of our
The u udersignedwishes to inform his old friends
would be preferable! Use no straw for readers, more than the additloual amount Involved and residents of Holland and vicinity that being si
In the clubbing arrangement. To those who are present located at Mnskegon, he has made arrangeOttawa or Allegan Counties In exchange for
the fruit to rest on, nor any covering not familiar with the characterof the Chiaujo ments with Mr. D. It. Mecngs,at Holland, at whose TN real
estate in the City of Holland.
Newt, we would say It is the best representativeof store, on River street, all job work for binding can
51Inquireat this Office.
whatever.Admit plenty of air, except in independentjonrnalism in the West.
be left. I have purchaseda new and completelino
severely cold weather. Avoid handling The Chicago Wetklo Newt is a large eight column of tools and stock and willfflrnishflrst-classwork.
<fe
folio, 'Train full” of telegraph and general news,
A. CLOETINGH.
until the fruit is wanted for the table.
short and pithy editorialson the topics of the day
Mdskbgon.Rent. 8 1875.
Etc.,
might supplement the above with written in a familiaryet incisive style, and in all
its departmentsevidently alms to give farts in lew
the remark that to ripen fruit handsomely words, without tho verbiage and line writing which
render so many of the metropolitanjournals"a
and evenly it may Ire covered from air and wearinessto the flesh.”Fade, not words, appears
see
yourself,
Girls
light, though of course this docs not help to be its motto.

$66

River Street,

do

BOOKBINDING!

Dry Goods,

LAND WANTED.

1

Hats & Caps,

tf

Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour

St. Nicholas,

We

iUIIMlimilliilK

TRUTHS.

We trust that many new subscribers will avail
The Ktv. E. P. Roe gives themselves
of this unusual opportunityof secitr
the following as his simple method of ing a Chicago weekly paper at so trifling a cost.
as fresh and

till

New

HOP BITTERS,

4ft-tf

Year’s, or later,

Farm

were picked:
I leave the clusters on the vines

HOPS, BUUHU,

for Sale.

I will m*11 eighty acres nf

late

And the purest and best medicinal qualitiesof
all other

Afl diseases nf the Stnmach, Bowels,
Blood, Livtr, Kidneys and Urinary Organs, Nervousness, Sleeplessness. Fe
mule Complainls and Drunkenness.

the pots with thin layers of dusters, and a

At a rerwtit •«*( gar©
4^-.UO per cunt.
A lull tlettcrlptlon,

for

three days uncovered; then put the covers

Will be paid

keep them trom
knoll, and bury the

over the covers, so as to

GATES

pots in the earth below ail danger of frost ;

Bitters
and free hooks, and try the Bitters be
fore you sleep. Take no other.

aCopf.

Mend for

OTJBTXS.

THE HOP COUGH CURE

PAIN
RELIEF IS THE CHEAPEST,
SUREST AND BEST.

OffdozutarghN.Y.

lay a broad board over the top of the pots

and cover with earth, mounding the soil
upon them so as to turn the water in every
direction. When the ground begins to
freeze hard It would be well to cover the
mound with leaves or straw, so that the
pots could be dug out more easily in severe
weather.
We close with a remark made by a
speaker at the Chatham Farmers’ Club,
ns reported in Jhe Courier, of that town:
If you want apples to keep they should
be picked as soon as they get their growth,
and picked carefully,without being bruised
or scratched. There is p natural wax or
bloom upon the fruit, which if bruised or
Rcralchcd off, the (riiitwill spoil. He advised the use of new barrels to all such as
were about to send fruit to market— it
pays largely.An inferiorfruit will look
better in a new barrel than good fruit in
an old barrel.
— —
----

ERRORS

Agent Wanted.
The best book ever published
on Romanism Contributedby

Catholic

49-tf

[

1

|

Louis,

St.

Mo.

I

SUGAR SARD
PulverizedSugar and Candled Citron can be
. had at the GROCERY of

Seed!,

BOOT,

Jr.

Together with

a nice line of Coffees.Teas, Spices,
Candles, Tobaccos and Cigars,

A large majority of the need* of wed* Also, an aasortment of CHEAP TOYS for tho
that grow on cultivated lands have appendages by which the are carried long distances. Some, like the dandelion, butterweed and thistle, have tufts of flue light
hair, by which they are wafled miles by
!
!
the winds; others have small sharp hooks
or barbed prickles, which catch easily in
P.
Jr.
the coats of various animals, and in that
way are carried on to fresh lands to con- Store on River 8tr. opposite Meyer A Co’s Furniture
4a-3ni
quer. The enterprisingdeposilion of these
weeds should be borne in mind, and their
tendency to emigrate nipped in the hud
by destroyingthem before their seeds begin to mature.
Wliethet old need* or new should be T'HK Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Undegend,
on the corner ol Tenth and Cedar streets, is
planted,depends greatiy on the way the
for sale
48-tf
seeds have been kept. Many seeds lose
their valality by being stored in too warm
or too damp an atmosphere.As warmth
and moistureare both favorable to germination, seeds exposed lo these conditions
are liable to go through the first operation
of growth so long before they are put in
the ground that taey become worthless.
It has been proved by European experi- 1
menters that seeds grown belweeen 55 5
and 60 3 north latitudehave superior germinuting powers over those grown in
ill
more southern latitudes This is probably
due, in part at least, io the coolness of the
AND TIIK
climate preserving the germ in Its full

HOLIDAYS,
GIVE ME A CALL

BOOT,

Store.

THE BEST CHANCE.

a

cheap.

YOU OUGHT
TO

TAKE

THE

!

j

'

I

j

till

placed in the ground. Most

seeds, if in a perfect conditionwhen galhered, will retain their vitality for a long
period if kept iu a dry, cool atmosphere.
A French gardener living near Montmor

:

Holland

CityUews

i

FOR

,

!

A
old
j

ency, who nlwayt Inok ibc Wnl prizes fiir
inelopt, affirmed that he planied only
seeds, having had good results from seeds
nine years old. — [J. M. M.

^

i

;

^2.50

YEAR, POSTAGE
Timm

TW/1!

IRvIiUDJaD.

Semi yout subs ription to this

offleu.

4i-if

SCIUBNEK’S

j

Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.Wo being the Publishers, and employing no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassersthe largestconttnisslo-js.Sell Rapid-;
ly. For terms and circulars. Addresi.
J. H. CHAMBERS .t CO.

P.

and

tho ablest Divines of theditlerent

Denominations. Illustratedwith
CHURCH..Fine
Steel Engravingsof Bishops

.

GOLD

a case they will

Ask your druggistfor Hop

lie I'wreiiM Htvorter.

I

lor

-

It is publishedsimultaneouslyin London and
New-York, and the transatlanticrecognition Is al
most ns general and hearty as the American.
Although the progress ot the magazine has been
a steady advance. It has not reached Us editor's
ideas of best, because her ideal continually outruns it. and the magazine us swiftly lollows after.
To-day 81. Nicholas stands

ALONE IN THE WORLD OF BOOKS:
Thu New York Tribune has said of it: "St. Sic hoi at
has reached a higher platform, and commands for
service wider resources in art and leiters than
its predecessors or contemporaries.”The
WorUl says: "There is no magazine for the young that can he said to equal this
choice production of Scribner’s press.”
its

any of

London

by J. G.

HOLLAND,

The handsomest Illustrated Magazine in the World.

Good Things for 1878-9.

70,0(0

MONTHLY,

and it has a larger circulationin England than any
other American magazine. Every numberroniains
about one hundred and fifty pages, and from fifty
to seventy-fiveoriginal wood cut illustrations.

Announcements

for 1878-9.

Scribner

New

York,
British America,
Underwritters of
of

Fund of

N

Y.

Cal.

R.

26-tf

Co.,

<£*

743 Broadway,

New-York.

MEAT MARKET
—

—

IN THE

FIRST

J7ARD.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
they have tinishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

„

1

terms.
MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland.

1878.

FALL AND

min: m in inmmii
I

Just published,a new edition of
SB. CULVZBWELL’S CELIBBATSSESSAY on tho radical cure (without medicine)of Spermatorrbma or Seminal
Weaknfes, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impntency, Mental and Physical Incapacity. I raped
menls to Marriage, etc.: also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits inducedby self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.
Ac.
(ST" Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
Tho celebrated author, tn this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstiatcs.
from a thirty years’ succeshful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medicineor the appllcaliou
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at onre
simple,certain and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer.no matter what his condition may
he. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radii

cally.

$2T This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in tho land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, pott-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stumps.
Address the Publishers,

Tie
41 Abb

mm

8t

,

mm

co..
Fiw York; Post Office Box. 4586.

WINTER.

1879.

This

scrleilb gun In August with the portraitof Br\ ant)
will be continued, that of Longfellow appearingin
November. Thuae portraits are drawn from life
by Wyatt Eaton and engraved by T. Cole. They
will b« printed separately on tinted paper, as frontIsplfces of four different numbers, illnstrated
sketches of the lives of the poets will accompany
these portraits,
STUDIES IN THE SIERRAS,- A series of
papers (mostly Illnstrated, by John Mnlr, the California naturalist. The most graphicand plcrtir
esqne and. at the same time, exact and trustworthy
studies of "The CaliforniaAlps” that have yet
boon made. The series will sketch the California
Passe*. Lakes. Wind Storms and Forests.

THE “JOHNY RKB” PAPERS, by an “oxConfederate”soldier, will be among tne raciest
contributions to .Scrttaer’* during the comingyear.
They are writtenand illnstratedby Mr. Aden C.
Redwood, of Baltimore. The flfst of the series.
“Johnny Reb at Play,” appears in the November
number.
Tear la atraace; 35 ceils a aamlier.

Subscriptions received by the publishers of this
Paper, and by all booksellers and postmasters.
Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pnle
Ushers, should write name, Post-office,County,
and State. In fall, and send with remittance In
check, P. O. money order, or registered letter, to

Soribner & Co.,
743 A 745

SONS.

Howard & McBride.

TUG FOR SALE.

a

Home

>

mu

Tern, $4

&

17, 1878.

Insurance Notice.

Firemans’

Among ttfe attractions for the coming year arc dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of thoii
the following:
••HAWORTH’S/*a serial novel, by Mrs. Frances trade.
Hodgson Barnett, snthorof ‘‘That Lass o’ Lowrle’s.
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Havet kate A
The scene of Mrs. Burnett's new novel is laid in Lan- Son’s Hardware Store.
cashire; the hero is a young inventor of American
W. BUTKAU,
birth. "Haworth’s ’ Is the longest story Mrs.
J. VAN ZOEREN.
Burnett has yet written. It wifi
tnrough
Holland. July 14. 1P7B.
twelve numbers of the Monthly,beginning with
November. 1878, and will he profusely illustrated.
FALCONBBKG. a serial novel, by H. H. Boyesen, author of "Gaimar," "The Man who Lost
his Name,” Ac. In this romance, the inthor T AM authorized to »ell the Steam Tug “Gem’
graphically describes the peculiaritiesof Norse
on favorable
Inquire of
immigrant life tn a Western settlement.
A STORY OK NEW ORLEANS, by George W.
Holland.Mich
Cable, to be begun on the conclusion of “Falconberg.” This story will exhibit the state of society
in Creole LonMana about the years 1803-4-5, the
time of IhuCeMion,and a period bcarirga remarkable likeness to the present Keconstruction
period.

PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN POETS.

VAN PUTTEN

G.

Holland, Aug.

Roger

The American Edition of this periodical is now

MONK THAN

.

The arrangementsfor literaryand art contributions fur the new volume— the sixth— are complete,
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
drawing from aheady lavorilesources, as well us
from promisingnew ones,
Williams,
1,
Terms. $3 00 a year; 2.'. cents a Number.
We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Subscriptions received hv the Publisherof this
Paper, and by nil Booksellers and Postmasters. Companies,in this City, with a total capitalof over
Personswishingto subscribe direct with the pub- $ 12,000,00V.
lishers should write name, Post-office. County, und
Holland, Mich., August 7th, 1878.
state, in full, and send with remittance in check.
P. O. money order, or registeredletter to

MONTHLY, _
Conduoted

of chnrge, can

•

no)
cure or help, or for anything impure ot
injurious found in them.

power, price. clc„ is
given in an extra of

on the pots, and paste thin brown paper
the air. Select a dry

$1,000 IN

--iCj'RTIS TURBINE!

thickness of paper between them. Let

bitters.

THEY CTJRE

f

them stand in some dry, cool place

MANDRAKE,

DANDELION,

splendid clay
in the season us immunity from frost will soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, HO acres
permit, then provide myself with large
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
earthen crocks or pots, and stiff brown or 40 acres of unimproved land in the Townstraw paper. In the middle of the day, ship of Fillmore, inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
when the berries are perfectly dry, fill 42-1
ns

An Ideal Children's Magazine.
Messrs. Scribner A Co., iu 1873. began the pub
licationof SI. Nicholas an Illustrated Magazine
for Girls and Boys, with Mrs. Mary .Mapea Dodge
as editor Five years have passed since the fleet
numb r was issued, and the magazine has won the
A prompt deliveryfree
highest position.It has a monthly circulation of be relied upon.
O —
OVER 50.100 COPIES.

PRICES ARE LOW.

[A MEDICINE, NOT A DRINK]
CONTAINS

unchanged as the hour they

no

for

trouble to show goods.

to preserve it.—

keeping grapes

Etc.

Come and

and Boys.

For

vigor

Feed.

Bm&iray, New-York.

Millinery

§

Fancy Dry

And

LADIES’
Stundtird

a

Goods,

large stock of

FURNISHING GOODS,

Trimmings,Bonnets, HhIb, Fenthera, Flowers,
Ribbons, Loct Collars, and Silks.

A

Full

of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The largest and finest variety of Worsted Goods.
Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

L &

S.

double
etc.

TAN DEN BERGE,

ETOHTH STREET

HOI/LAND, MICH

*

